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ABSTRACT 
 

 

 
Context. Global software development (GSD) has become a significant practice in software industry due to 

rapid globalization processes and technological advances. In GSD, software development activities are carried at 

geographically distributed locations by collaboration of people with different background and culture. In this 

study, we studied an area of global software maintenance from both of state of the art and state of practice in 

order to understand which challenges are hampering the effectiveness of distributed maintenance team as well as 

which mitigation strategies can appease their impact.  

 

Objectives. The study unravels challenges of global software maintenance and alleviation strategies to address 

to those challenges by methodically reviewing relevant studies and industrial practitioners’ experiences. It also 

explores the convergence and divergence between the outcome from scientific studies and industrial settings 

 

Methods. Data collection processes are done through systematic literature review and industrial interviews. In 

the systematic review a variety of article sources are queried, including Compendex, Inspec, IEEE Xplore, ACM 

Digital Library, Wiley Inter Science, Scopus, Science Direct, ISI WOS and Springer Link. Interviews are 

conducted with five practitioners from 4 different multinational organizations. As data analysis methods, 

grounded theory and qualitative comparative analysis are applied. 

 

Results. Totally, 90 different challenges and 73 strategies were revealed. Unlike most of similar studies in GSD 

which used 3C categorization (Communication, Control and Coordination), we come up with a different view as 

we called 3PT which conceptualizes challenges and strategies into People, Process, Product and Technology 

factors.  

 

Conclusions. We conclude that collaborative processes and their clear definitions among all maintenance 

stakeholders are one of the critical success factors of effective maintenance in global collaboration. Most 

importantly, a maintenance management should focus on the holistic improvement of each factor in 3PT and 

their synergy can contribute much to the successful software maintenance in globally distributed environment. 
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1 PROLOGUE 
 

This chapter prefaces the thesis with an insight of the introduction to targeted research area, 

motivation, aims and objectives of the thesis. It also illustrates posed research questions and outline of 

the entire document.  

1.1 Introduction 
 

The results of globalization process and advances in telecommunication technology have created a 

new way of software collaboration work which enables software businesses to take advantages of low 

cost and high skilled human resources available throughout the world [1]. The scenario is called 

global software development. Global software development (GSD) is defined as software 

development process that is executed by teams from different organizations or countries. Sahay et al 

[2] gave a definition for global software development as “a software work undertaken at 

geographically separated locations across national boundaries in a coordinated fashion involving 

real time or asynchronous interaction”.  

 

Nowadays GSD is becoming a common practice of IT businesses rather than the anomaly by 

multinational giant companies. To date, more than 50 different countries are actively being involved 

in collaboration of any lifecycle of software development [3] [4]. Among many rationales behind this 

trend is a lack of proficient labors in local market of developed countries, economic saving through 

cheaper cost for labor, around-the-clock development and time-to-market pressure [5]. In global 

market, packaged software product, bespoke software, COTS (Commercial off-The Shelf) and ERP 

(Enterprise Resource Planning) systems are prevalently sold [6]. Since customers of those products 

are from everywhere in the globe, vendor organizations mostly move or distribute their product 

support and maintenance to the locations closer to the customers or to larger market to be dominant 

[7]. In distributed settings, maintenance operations are mostly carried out in two ways. One is that 

software vendors control and carry out maintenance and support service through their own staff in 

remote sites. Another form is that maintenance is outsourced to different legal entities on a contractual 

base [20]. In either case, a maintenance team consists of members from different locations with 

different cultures.  

 

For the last several decades, the cost of software maintenance is continuously growing [8]. See Table 

1-1. This ever-increasing cost is one of the influential factors to shift maintenance work to the lower 

waged countries in order to reduce the expenditure.  

 

Reference Year Maintenance Cost (%) 

Lientz and Swanson [9]  1976 60 % 

Pigoski [10] 1980-1984 55 % 

Schach [11] 1987 67 % 

Pigoski [10] 1985-1989 75 % 

Frazer [12] 1990 80 % 

Pigoski [10] 1990s 90 % 

Erlikh [13] 2000s > 90% 
Table 1-1 Evolution of Maintenance Cost 

 

Shifting the maintenance work can ease management from many of the daily burdens of maintenance 

activities. Therefore, it leaves room for the management to focus more on organizational strategic 

activities such as new product research and development activities. That savings of maintenance costs 

also allows increased investment on other strategic development activities [14] [15].  
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However, in reality most of companies have failed to gain the expected benefits of GSD and the 

quality of service and product usually cannot meet to desired level [1]. Many empirical research 

studies [16] [17] [18] [19] confirmed that GSD is a formidable task and revealed that common major 

difficulties are caused by organizational, time zone and cultural differences, coordination and 

communication barriers, and loose trust between collaborators.  

 

Although software maintenance is regarded as one of lifecycles that are more suitable for distributed 

environment, software maintenance activities typically require extensive contact with customer, short-

iterative cycles, and quick response times which are interfered with the communication delays, 

misinterpretations of requirements and indirect responsibilities often prevalent in distributed team 

collaboration [20] [21].  

1.2 Motivation 
 

Software maintenance is not only the longest part among other lifecycles, but the most expensive as 

well [14]. Statistically, 60-90% of software product‟s total cost is spent on maintenance phase [22] 

[23]. However, as compared to this high cost, less attention is paid to understand the reasons for the 

huge cost and effort disbursed in maintenance activities [13]. In order to control and mitigate huge 

cost and effort, there is an obvious need to study software maintenance process and to explore sources 

of difficulties and mitigation strategies [24] [14] [25] [26]. 

 

Over the years, enterprise software systems tend to become larger and more complex [22]. Its impact 

is reflected on the maintenance phase in a way that lengthy and labor intensive activities are 

necessitated to keep the system in operational manner [27]. This claim is supported by what other 

researchers noted that maintenance cost is always increasing in the last several decades [12] [14] [22] 

[24]. Due to the volatility of customer demands and rapid evolution of software development 

technologies, modifications and upgrades are obligatory factors in software product [28]. In spite of 

those facts, the importance of maintenance phase is often ignored from managerial perspectives [29]. 

Overall, when it comes to globally distributed environment, hurdles on software maintenance become 

twofold.  
 

By the inception of this thesis, there is abundant literature of empirical studies in the area of 

distributed software maintenance. However, no comprehensive review has been made yet. Thus, the 

authors are encouraged by the fact that discovering and conceptualizing critical factors associated 

with software maintenance lifecycle under distributed team collaboration is a challenging area as well 

as worth being investigated as many literature suggested [1] [3] [30] [31].  

 

1.3 Aims and Objectives 
 

The aim of this study is to understand significant difficulties in software maintenance lifecycle carried 

out in collaboration of a globally distributed team and to explore strategies to mitigate their impacts. 

This is attained by determining the critical challenges and alleviation strategies of global software 

maintenance reported in relevant empirical studies and present in industrial settings.  

The following objectives of the study are to be accomplished in order to achieve the study aim:  

- Identification of challenges of global software maintenance reported in empirical studies 

- Alleviation strategies to address to those challenges published in empirical studies 

- Exploration of global software maintenance challenges prevalent in industry 

- Industrial strategies/practices to mitigate those challenges prevalent in industry 

- Convergence and divergence between challenges and strategies identified from empirical 

studies and industrial settings 

- Suggestions for further study 
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1.4 Research Questions 
 

To achieve the targeted objectives, the focus of the study is to look for answers to the following 

research questions:  

RQ1:  What are the challenges of global software maintenance and mitigation strategies reported in 

literature? 

RQ2:  What are the challenges and mitigation practices of global software maintenance in industry? 

RQ3: What are the gaps and similarities between the results from literature and industry with 

respect to challenges and strategies? 

1.5 Study Area 
 

A primary focus of this thesis is on empirical studies and industrial settings to discover challenging 

aspects of team collaboration work in distributed software maintenance and successful strategies to 

overcome them. We highlighted the study area from managerial perspective whereas detail technical 

issues of software maintenance are out of scope of the study.  

 

Terminologically, what we mean by a „challenge‟ is a difficult situation (rather than a difficult 

technical task) in which the effectiveness of team collaboration activities has dragged or at risk of 

being dragged down. While an implication of the term „strategy‟ is, beyond ordinary process, a tactic 

to avoid challenges or mitigate their impact. The terms „strategy‟ and „practice‟ are interchangeably 

used in the document.  

1.6 Thesis Outline 
 

A structure of this thesis consists of three main parts namely Introduction, Research Methodology and 

Results. Graphical representation of thesis chapters is presented in Figure 1-1. Introduction part 

includes Chapter 1 – an introduction of thesis, and Chapter 2 – background of global software 

maintenance. Second part discusses research methods employed in this study, their design and 

conduction process. Chapter 4 outlines research methods used in this study. The ways these methods 

are designed and conducted to carry out the study are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. In the last part, 

results of systematic literature review are presented in Chapter 4, results of interview are discussed in 

Chapter 5 and discussion on these results is presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 8 presents a conclusion 

and future work.  

Thesis

Introduction Research 

Methodology
Results

Chapter 1:  

Prologue

Chapter 3: 

Research 

Methodology

Chapter 4: 

Systematic 

Literature Review

Chapter 2: 

Background
Chapter 5: 

Interviews

Chapter 7: 

Epilogue

Chapter 6: 

Discussion

 
Figure 1-1 Thesis Outline 
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1.7 Glossary 
 

In this section, the abbreviated terms used in the document are described below (See Table 1-2).  

 

Terms Explanations 

3C Communication, Control and Coordination 

3PT People, Process, Product and Technology 

ACM Educational and Scientific Computing Society 

AML Anti-Money Laundering 

COTS Commercial Off The Shelf 

ERP Enterprise Resource Planning 

GSM Global Software Maintenance 

GSD Global Software Development 

GSE Global Software Engineering 

GT Grounded Theory 

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 

ISI  Institute for Scientific Information 

ITIL IT Infrastructure Library 

MTTF Mean Time to Failure 

MTTR Mean Time to Repair/Restore 

QCA Qualitative Comparative Analysis 

R&D Research and Development 

SLR Systematic Literature Review 

SM Software Maintenance 

WOS Web of Science 
Table 1-2 Glossary 
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2 BACKGROUND 
 

This chapter introduces background of global software development and software maintenance 

lifecycle.  

2.1 Global Software Development 
 

2.1.1 Overview 
 

Global software development (GSD) is a trend in which software development activities are being 

carried at geographically dispersed locations by geographically distributed teams. GSD is defined as 

“software development that uses teams from multiple geographic locations” [32]. Sahay et al. [2] 

defined GSD as “software work undertaken at geographically separated locations across national 

boundaries in a coordinated fashion involving real time or asynchronous interaction.”  

 

Different collaboration modes exist for collaborating work in distributed software development for 

example inter-organizational outsourcing, intra-organizational offshoring and intra-national 

nearshoring [33]. These collaboration modes are sometimes named differently in literature for 

example inter-organizational outsourcing is mentioned as offshore outsourcing in [14] and near-

shoring and far-shoring in [34] [35]. A general representation of collaboration modes [36] in global 

software development is presented in Figure 2-1. 

 

Same Organization
Different 

Organization
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m
e
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o

u
n

tr
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D
if
fe

re
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t 
C

o
u

n
tr

ie
s

Onshore 

Insourcing
Onshore 

Outsourcing

Offshore 

Insourcing
Offshore 

Outsourcing

 
Figure 2-1 Different Collaboration Modes [36] 

 

Software outsourcing is a collaboration mode in which a software development life cycle phase or 

process, for example maintenance, is subcontracted to another organization. On the other hand, when 

a software organization moves a part of organization from one location to another it is called 

insourcing.  

 

According to [37], offshore software development outsourcing activities have been going on for more 

than a decade. However, software development outsourcing companies are still facing many 

problems. In addition, different risks (e.g. cost and time over-run, cultural differences) have also been 

identified for software development outsourcing. Offshore software development is a modern 

business strategy for developing high quality software in low wages countries at low cost. Software 

development outsourcing is a contract-based relationship between client and vendor organizations in 
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which a client(s) contracts out all or part of its software development activities to a vendor(s), who 

provide agreed services for remuneration [38] [39] [40]. 

 

Some of the reasons why global software development is maturing so rapidly are [41] [42]; 

 Lack of manpower in current location 

 More creativity resulting in innovations 

 Increased productivity (in terms of time) resulting in shorter delivery time 

 Reduction in development cost 

 Presence in wide spread market resulting in closeness to customers 

 

With an expanding global marketplace, a trend towards developing software in low cost countries, 

and the growing complexity and size of software systems, the percentage of projects that are globally 

distributed has been steadily increasing [43]. Carmel et al. [44] report that at present, 50 different 

nations are collaborating in different ways in software development. 

 

Global software engineering is widely researched in literature and many of the challenges associated 

with geographical separation, temporal distance and socio-cultural differences are discussed in 

literature [45] [44] [35] [46]. However, these challenges are more inclined towards determining the 

effect of distance in terms of software development practices, for example communication, 

coordination and control [47] [18] [48]. In a systematic literature review by Smite et al [34] [33] on 

global software engineering, authors discussed that most studies were focused on communication and 

coordination. Development of software is a human intensive domain, in which people play a major 

role unlike hardware production. According to [45] current research is shifting from product related 

issues to people related challenges. These factors, associated with success and failure of global 

software engineering, are extensively researched. However, due to overlapping and differences in 

different concepts and contexts it is difficult to suggest one-fits-all solution [34]. 

 

2.1.2 Benefits 
 

As with the advancement of software industry, development trends are also changing rapidly and 

nowadays it is to deliver cost-efficient products in less delivery time. Based on this fact, some of 

above mentioned factors may force development organizations to adopt global software development 

for example, lack of manpower, reduced development cost and shorter release time. On the other 

hand, some factors are a basis of high quality and cost reduction. For instance, difference of 

development cost in developed and developing countries [49] (in terms of wages per person-hour), 

project spanned over different countries even continents promises visibility which can be a helpful 

tool in marketing of such projects and closeness to customer which may result in increased sales as it 

is easy to get hold of customers from different locations. Based on studies [18] [50] [34], benefits for 

global software engineering are listed below; 

 Reduced cost 

 Short delivery time 

 Large pool of expertise (manpower) 

 Customer access and 

 Global presence 

 

Having these benefits in one development trend may be quite productive but it depends on the 

realization of these benefits in real life projects. Even cost is reduced by employing engineers from 

cheap countries (in terms of wages per hour) however additional cost is spent to overcome the 

challenges introduced by global setting. Global software development may deliver product on time 

but sometimes it is difficult to manage tasks. One cannot guarantee time saving benefit if time zone 

difference is not appropriate.  
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2.1.3 Challenges 
 

Keeping all the benefits and success factors, global software development has, on the flip side, still 

many difficulties/challenges in adopting this trend. Despite having many advantages of employing 

global software development strategy, some studies [18][51][52][53] show that this development 

methodology comes with a large set of challenges as well. These challenges are summarized in a 

matrix shown in Table 2-1. 

 
 Geographical Distance Cultural Distance Temporal Distance 

Communication 

Trust, Team cohesiveness 

and communication 

overhead 

Cultural diversity 
Synchronous 

communication 

Coordination Task distribution Knowledge sharing 
Limited interaction due 

to time difference 

Control Keeping track of progress 

Difficult to judge 

which managerial style 

to be used 

Time consuming 

Table 2-1 GSD Challenge Matrix 

 

Irrespective of software development life cycle, traditional software development, also referred as in-

house development or co-located development, involves frequent communication and coordination 

within team members. In addition, it also requires less effort on control over the project by managers 

for meeting deadlines and ensuring quality requirements. However, when it comes to global software 

development, a challenging attribute is introduced in development life cycle that is „distance‟ [41]. 

This distance creates overhead in communicating, coordinating and controlling resources, which is 

expensive in terms of time and money.  

 

Distance may be due to physical distance between sites (Geographical distance), cultural or 

organizational distance or time difference between sites located far from one another (Temporal 

distance). Communication, coordination and control are tightly coupled activities, so it is difficult to 

distinguish the effect of the „distance‟ on each activity. The relationship between the distance and 

communication, coordination and control is summarized in Table 2-1. Only one or two major 

corresponding problems are mentioned in Table 2-1 that occurs when distance is introduced in 

communication, coordination and control. According to [48] developers in an in-house project spend 

75 minutes in a day on informal / unplanned interpersonal interaction. This results in team building 

and development of trust within the team. Trust is also a challenge that comes with global software 

development [36]. 
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2.2 Software Maintenance 

2.2.1 Overview 
 

A change in a software product is inevitable. As Lehman‟s evolution law [24] “A program that is used 

in a real world environment necessarily must change or become progressively less useful in that 

environment”. Through the evolution, software maintenance is responsible for keeping software 

system operational or up to date while the deliberate changes are made during the system lifetime.  

 

In popular linguistic dictionaries [54] [55], maintenance is defined as work of preserving things in 

proper order or in good condition. But it is not necessary to have the same meaning as used in context 

of software engineering. In IEEE definition, software maintenance is described [56] as “…the process 

of modifying a software system or component after delivery to correct faults, improve performances 

or other attributes, or adapt to a changed environment” whereas Pigoski [10] claimed that 

maintenance is a complete extent of post and pre-delivery activities. This definition reflects a meaning 

that software project planning, designing and implementation activities also affect cost on 

maintenance cycle. Boehm explained that maintenance is a process of changing the existent operating 

software without altering its fundamental functions [57]. In this study, we choose IEEE definition due 

to a convergence that the focus of the study lays on post-delivery activities.  

 

2.2.2 Importance of Maintenance 
 

The aforementioned definitions of maintenance give an implication of why software maintenance is 

important. The maintenance phase is the longest part of software development lifecycle and in most 

cases also the most expensive [14] [58] [22]. From sixty to ninety percent of the total lifecycle cost is 

spent on maintenance phase [22] [30] [58] [59] [60]. If it is not thoroughly considered, this huge cost 

leakage over time could potentially bring a failure in software maintenance project. Many researchers 

emphasized that one of the most critical challenges confronting software engineers is to handle 

software maintenance and manage change control [22] [30] [59] [60].  

 

At the delivery of software product, all the bugs are not usually discovered due to time constraints in 

coding and testing phases [61]. Also about eighty percent of code is unstructured or not well 

documented [60]. On the other hand, the business value and customer satisfaction greatly depend on 

the continuous high quality service and reliable support of a product. Moreover, quickly adapting a 

software product due to changes in customers‟ needs and environment plays a decisive role in 

software business to dominate a market. The significance of maintenance phase is due to the fact that 

those hurdles are solved and their impacts are lessened in maintenance lifecycle. 

 

2.2.3 Types of Maintenance 
 

Under Boehm‟s definition [57], the following types of activities are covered in a scope of 

maintenance: 

a. Design and development of minor parts into existing software 

b. Redesign and redevelopment of minor parts of existing software  

c. Modification of the existing software code, parts of documentation, or structure of database 

 

Swanson [62] classified maintenance activities into corrective, adaptive and perfective maintenance. 

Later, the taxonomy is revised in ISO/IEC 14764 [63] as follows: 

a. Corrective activities – modifications to diagnose the scenario and remove discovered defects 

b. Adaptive activities – modifications to make software suitable to new environment 

c. Perfective activities – modifications to enhance system functionalities or documentations, 

improve performance, maintainability or other quality attributes 
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d. Preventive activities – actions to detect and remove dormant defects before they lead to 

potential failures 

e. Emergency maintenance – special case of maintenance in case of unexpected failure of 

software, also known as “unscheduled corrective maintenance performed to keep a system 

operational” in IEEE standard [64] 

 

2.2.4 Challenges in Maintenance 
 

The challenges in software maintenance fundamentally start from a negative perspective of most 

professionals that maintenance work is not challenging for creative personnel [65], and in 

management level there is a doubt that maintaining software is the least explored at the same time the 

most troublesome phase [60] [66]. Those are obvious evidences that the importance of maintenance is 

mostly underestimated. Chen and Huang noticed that as compared to the high cost, less attention is 

paid to consider issues encountered in maintenance activities than other development cycles [30]. It 

potentially impacts on unreasonable staffing or the devalued effort allocation which can become risk 

factors of low-quality maintenance.  

 

Ideally, the changes and upgrades during maintenance phase enhance or bolster the quality of a 

software product. However, this hardly happens in reality and subsequent changes lead to more 

complexity and deteriorate its quality attributes such as reliability, maintainability or 

understandability of the software [58].  

 

Software age, complexity and its size contribute to effort on maintenance phase. Large-scale and 

complex software system requires much effort to comprehend the code. Over time it becomes hard to 

keep software updated along with new environments and user requirements [60].  

 

Canfora [58] noted that one of the most challenging tasks in software maintenance is to assess the 

potential impact of proposed change in other parts of the system. An impact analysis of a proposed 

change requires maintenance developers to comprehend source code of whole software and to make 

reverse engineering actions based on available code. It bears a risk to unintentionally touch the other 

parts of system and can lead to abnormal behaviors of the system [58]. 

 

All those issues, but not limited, are the biggest challenges in software maintenance. In order to tackle 

them, it is important to pay much attention on technical and managerial levels such as adopting proper 

planning, efficient maintenance model, change and configuration management, cost prediction and 

measurement of maintainability [24] [14] [25] [26].  
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2.3 Global Software Maintenance 
 

2.3.1 Overview 
 

In this section, we emphasized concepts which make global maintenance distinct from development in 

global context as well as distinction between maintenance and global maintenance.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

As shown in Figure 2-2, Area 1 presents global software development (GSD) while Area 2 represents 

general software maintenance (SM). Our study area is Area 3, global software maintenance (GSM) 

which is an intersection between Area 1 and Area 2.  In this following two sections, boundary of GSD 

and GSM and the boundary of SM and GSM are articulated. 

 

2.3.2 Distinction between GSD and GSM 
 

Software development and maintenance are different activities [P25] and globally distributed 

environment brings common sources of challenges to both. Due to common sources of challenges in 

this section we would like to clear differences between software development and maintenance.  

SM activities are knowledge-intensive and depend largely on maintainer‟s expertise. Maintenance 

developers are often required to have more than one role with multiple expertise and skills [122]. It 

includes technical knowledge such as requirement analysis, development technologies, testing and 

implementation. Also managerial knowledge including, but not limited to, resource management, 

configuration management, task management and interpersonal skills are critically important for 

maintainers [122]. Domain knowledge is critical key point for maintainers in case of bug detected at 

any time. It also necessitates having good knowledge of knowledge source. In other words, 

maintainers should know a source of source code, documents and where to find corresponding experts 

or stakeholders.  

 

Most of the time, inadequate documents are provided with software product and existing domain 

knowledge is mostly in tacit form. Thus, the software maintainer spends majority of time to 

understand the system better [P19]. With respect to roles of maintainer and developer, the differences 

are summarized in Table 2-2. 

 

 

1. Global Software Development 

2. Software Maintenance 

3. Global Software 

Maintenance 

Figure 2-2 Distinct and Overlapped Concepts 
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Points to Compare Maintainer Developer 

Managerial 

Perspective 

Underestimate and assign new or 

inexperienced personnel [P1] 

Assign experienced 

personnel [P1] 

Required Technical 

Skills 

Requirement analysis, development 

technologies, testing, 

implementation and customer 

interaction[122]  

Often individual experts 

for each skill [122] 

Domain Knowledge 
Knowledge of whole software product 

and its business flow [P11][P15] 

Knowledge of 

responsible software 

units[P11][P15] 

Knowledge on 

Knowledge Source 

Source code, documentation and where 

to find responsible expertise [122] 
Mostly source code[122] 

Major Parts of Work 
70 percent of work is understand the 

existing code and debugging [P16] 

Mostly writing code 

[P16] 

Table 2-2 Distinction between Maintainer and Developer 

 

 

2.3.3 Distinction between GSM and SM 
 

Globally distributed projects are more difficult than in-house projects to manage [3]. Generally it is 

due to diversification and isolation in project team members. The remaining of the document 

discussed distinctions between software maintenance and global software maintenance while 

mentioning the explored challenges in detail. Please refer to Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.  
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3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

In this chapter, we present the research design for the current thesis study. The research methodology 

to answer to the posed research questions and motivation of selected research methods are described.  

3.1 Research Design 
 

The study is designed to be conducted in three sequential phases in each of which the different 

research methodologies are employed and the different results are outputted as answers to the posed 

research questions [67].  

 

In phase I, we applied a systematic literature review by following Kitchenham‟s guideline [68] to 

gather relevant data from contemporary literature. The purpose of this phase is to qualitatively explore 

the challenges encountering in the globally distributed maintenance and corresponding mitigation 

strategies from existing research papers. We analyzed the collected data qualitatively using Grounded 

Theory and then quantitatively using statistics. The results in relation to the research question RQ1 are 

presented.  

 

In phase II, we conducted interviews with the industrial practitioners based on the result of the 

previous phase. The interviews were held in explorative nature since we chose a semi-structured way 

by mixing the structured and unstructured questions. The interview transcripts are analyzed using 

Grounded Theory to explore the answer to the research question RQ2.  

 

In phase III, the collected data from the literature review and interview is scrutinized through 

Comparative analysis method [69] to understand differences and similarities between outcomes of 

phase I and II. Outputs of this phase become the answers to the research question RQ3. In Figure 3-1, 

we depicted the research design which shows a map of the research methodologies and the research 

questions. 

 

 

 
Figure 3-1 Research Design  

PHASE – I        State of the Art 

Answer to RQ1 

Systematic 
Literature Review 

Grounded Theory 

PHASE - II   State of the Practice 

Answer to RQ2 

Industrial 
Interview 

Grounded Theory 

PHASE - III 

Comparative 
Analysis 

Answer to RQ3 
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3.2 Research Methods 
 
Research is defined as “original investigation undertaken in order to gain understanding and 

knowledge” [70]. According to Creswell [71], a researcher‟s work is primarily based on utilization of 

some methods and techniques. Research approaches are divided into quantitative, qualitative and 

mixed methods. To address our research questions, we used a mixed methodology of quantitative and 

qualitative approaches, since the combination of those methods is to yield a consistent result [72].  

 

3.2.1 Systematic Literature Review 
 
Systematic literature review (SLR) is “a means of identifying, evaluating and interpreting all 

available research relevant to a particular research question, or topic area, or phenomenon of 

interest” [68]. According to [73], combination of literature search and literature review is called 

literature survey that justifies the project, sets the project within context and provides with a starting 

point for other researchers. SLR is a secondary study and individual studies which present original 

information are called primary studies [68]. 

 

According to Kitchenham et al. [68], literature review is conducted to summarize existing evidences, 

to identify any gaps in existing research and to propose a framework or background. Two other types 

of literature review exist that can be used as an alternative of SLR; systematic mapping studies and 

tertiary reviews. A systematic mapping study is conducted where topic seems very broad or it is likely 

that very little evidence exists in literature. On the other hand, a tertiary review is conducted where a 

number of systematic literature reviews already exist. Based on our initial literature survey, we found 

tertiary review and systematic mapping studies were not suitable for this research. Thus, SLR was 

selected as one of the method we used to conduct our research.  

 

SLR provides a structured and repeatable methodology that helps reducing researchers‟ biases. Main 

phases of SLR according to [68] are 

 

 Planning the review – need for SLR is justified and SLR protocol is developed 

 Conducting the review – identification of primary studies, data extraction and data synthesis 

is done in this phase 

 Reporting the review – SLR is documented and results are presented in this phase 

 

The detailed process of planning and conducting SLR are presented in Chapter 5 whereas the results 

of SLR are presented in Chapter 6.  

 

 

3.2.2 Interview 
 

An interview is a research method used to get in-depth information about the topic and explore the 

story behind participant‟s experiences and opinions [74]. The qualitative interview differs than other 

interview types in that it is held in open manner allowing two-way communications between 

participants such as dialogue or narrative and it requires preparation for interview questions, analysis 

and reporting [75].  

 

Interview and questionnaire are two techniques that are used in conducting surveys [73] [76]. Surveys 

allow collection of large amount of data from a sizeable population [71] in an economical way [73]. 

Interviews may be designed in three ways [71] [73] [77]. 
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1. Structured interviews – interviews in which answer to the question is mostly either „Yes‟ or 

„No‟ or response on some scale for example, „High‟ „Low‟ „Moderate‟. Structured interviews 

are based on close-ended questions. 

 

2. Unstructured interviews – interviews with open-ended questions. Interviewee is the source of 

both questions and answers. Unstructured interviews are held in an open discussion and an 

interviewer extracts useful information from the discussion.  

 

3. Semi-structured interviews – interviews with both open-ended as well as close-ended 

questions. Semi-structured interviews are conducted to elicit required information as well as it 

allows new information during interview.  

 

Structured interviews are mostly suitable for gathering quantitative data; on the other hand, 

unstructured interviews are used for to elicit qualitative data. Purely unstructured interviews are often 

costly to be used frequently [77]. We used semi-structured interviews as this helped us in validating 

results from SLR and open-ended questions gave rise to new information. Interviews were designed 

based on SLR findings and results. Interviews can be conducted face-to-face, using telephone, 

electronic medium and/or focus groups [71]. Detailed process of designing interviews is discussed in 

chapter 5 and its results are discussed in Chapter 6.  

 

3.2.3 Data Analysis Methods 
 

Qualitative data is nonnumeric information with the diverse types of values [78] or descriptive 

information that may not be measured or counted [79]. Qualitative data analysis (QDA) converts 

those kinds of data into logical findings [80]. Unlike quantitative analysis, there is no right formula 

for performing qualitative data analysis since the way to conduct QDA is unique and largely depends 

on analyst‟s way of thinking and decision making [80]. This makes QDA more difficult and less 

reproducible. However, there is an abundance of guidelines and suggestions available.  

  

In the following sub-sections, we provide background and motivation of the selected analysis methods 

used to analyze data collected from systematic literature review and interview study.  

 

3.2.3.1 Grounded Theory 

 

Grounded Theory (GT) is a qualitative research approach and initially presented by Glaser and 

Strauss [81]. Since originally used in the social sciences, it has been increasingly adopted to conduct 

qualitative research in other science fields including software engineering.  

 

Creswell highlighted Grounded Theory as one of five major qualitative research approaches which 

have explicit and systematic procedures among the other available approaches [82]. As Panton noted 

that research methodologies with thorough and explicit analytical procedures are specifically 

suggestible for student‟s dissertation [80]. GT is a well suited technique to construct a body of 

knowledge based on understanding what is happening or happened by analyzing raw data from real 

ground rather than relying on existing notions or “off the shelf” theories [83]. Those aspects 

motivated us to select GT as the main qualitative data analysis method.  

 

In addition, GT does not require that all data is to be gathered before analysis process starts. It allows 

commencing search processes for meaning from the collected data at the time when it starts to be 

collected [84]. Therefore, it enabled us to evolve our conceptual understanding of issues and strategies 

in global software maintenance during literature review and interview investigation. The concepts and 

insights were produced during ceaseless interplay between data accumulation and analysis [81]. 
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After the original publication of GT, there had been the divergences of GT due to two founders‟ 

different ideas about further explication. The difference is in roles of induction, deduction and 

verification, and ways of data coding [85]. We followed Strauss‟s divergence which involves three 

levels of coding on data since it provides with clearly structured procedures [86] which are more 

understandable whereas Glaser paradigm is less structured and more theoretically sensitive [87].  

 

Straussian GT starts with open coding process which helps researchers to follow some structure on 

their analysis process and provide with analytical tools to manage bulk of crude data [88]. In the next 

stage which is called axial coding, it continues by forming basic descriptions, organizes data into 

distinct concepts according to their characteristics and uses the descriptions to explain those concepts. 

Finally, in selective coding stage, it theorizes by formulating descriptive categories and concepts in 

logical schemes. Its aim is to generate explanatory theories or hypotheses that are emerged from the 

extant data.  

 

Although we used Straussian variant of GT, we referred to it as just GT hereafter in the document. 

The detailed processes of designing and conducting GT on systematic literature review and interview 

data are explained in Chapter 4.2 and 5.2, respectively.  

 

3.2.3.2 Comparative Analysis 

 

A comparison process is a vital part of any research. Systematic and logical comparative techniques 

yield researchers to understand similarities and differences between entities, and to build a conceptual 

model of potential correlation among the entities [69]. Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) is 

one of those techniques and suitably applied for dealing with problems which are to make casual 

interferences on few variables [89]. The technique was originally developed by Ragin [89].  

 

QCA involves selecting one entity or some portion of data such as an excerpt, a statement or an idea, 

and comparing it with other entities to determine their common and distinct characteristics [90]. 

Given [90] mentioned that an aim of the comparative analysis is to identify commonalities and 

diversities of between entities. And one of the objectives in this study is to understand commonalities 

and diversities of global software maintenance challenges and mitigation strategies between the state 

of the art and practice. Hence, QCA was found to be suitable to obtain this objective.  
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4 SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

In the initial phase, we conducted a systematic literature review to collect necessary data to look for 

the answer to the first research question RQ1 by perusing relevant research published on articles, 

journals, and conference proceedings from different publication sources by following the pre-defined 

review protocol. The detail processes and the preliminary results are explained in the following 

subsections. 

4.1 SLR Conduct 
 

The literature review, which is performed thoroughly and systematically, can provide a result with 

high scientific value [67]. The purpose of this systematic review is to understand the state of the art in 

maintaining software under collaboration of distributed team and to obtain an answer to the posed 

research question R1.  

 

The review process involves three main stages: planning, conducting and reporting. The further 

subsections illustrate each of stage in detail.  

4.1.1 Planning the Review 
 

In the planning stage, we defined a review protocol which includes the search strategy, search string 

formulation, used data source, selection criteria, data extraction and quality assessment strategies.  

4.1.1.1 Search Strategy 

 

In order to make the search process obvious and reproducible, all the search results were recorded. 

Thus, we maintained the systematic review log and data of the included. Excluded literatures were 

stored too.  

 

Our search strategy was iterative in nature and the basic steps are illustrated as below. 

1. Identify data sources and publication databases (See Table 4-2) 

2. Formulate search keywords derived from the research questions  

3. Examine search results against selection criteria (See Table 4-3 and Table 4-4) 

4. Check duplicates of the articles found in different sources  

5. Refine the search keywords and do search again, if search result cannot fulfill step 3 and 4. 

Otherwise keep a list of articles 

4.1.1.2 Search Keywords 

 

Major keywords in a search string were formulated from the research questions (See Chapter 1.4). In 

addition, we identified their synonyms and alternative terms by referring to linguistic dictionaries as 

well as limiting within a context of the software engineering. Boolean operators AND and OR were 

used to intersect or incorporate the search results of different keywords.  

 

According to the unabridged dictionaries [91] [92], the synonyms for the entries “maintenance” or 

“maintain“ were “support”, “preserve”, “keep”, “sustain” and “assert”. But considering a context of 

software engineering, we chose only “support” as an alternative search keyword. On the other hand, 

according to our selected definition of maintenance by IEEE [56], the maintenance implicitly refers to 

software change, upgrade, update, modification or adaptation. Therefore, when we performed a trial 
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search including those terms, a tremendous number of, but mostly unrelated results were covered. To 

this point, we limited terms to only maintain, maintaining, maintenance, support and change.  

 

Alternative search terms for global software collaboration are offshore, outsource or distributed 

software development. Due to the fact that enterprise resource planning (ERP) is one of major 

software products which require extensive maintenance mostly with a collaboration of distributed 

teams [93], we included terms “enterprise resource planning” or “ERP” to gather the articles which 

may not be included on search under other search terms. Finally, the search string is formed by help 

of search terms shown in Table 5-1 as below.  

 

{ A1 OR A2 OR A3 OR A4 OR A5 OR A6 OR A7 OR A8 OR  

A9 OR A10 } AND { B1 OR B2 OR B3 OR B4 OR B5 } 

 

# Search strings 

A1 global software development 

A2 global software engineering 

A3 global software project 

A4 distributed software development 

A5 distributed software engineering 

A6 distributed software project 

A7 software offshor* 

A8 software outsourc* 

A9 global enterprise resource planning software 

A10 global ERP software 

B1 maintenance 

B2 maintain* 

B3 support 

B4 change 

B5 upgrade 
Table 4-1 Search Keywords and Strings 

  

4.1.1.3 Data Source 

 

We queried the following electronic databases listed in Table 4-2. 

 

# Article Databases 

1 Compendex/Inspec 

2 IEEE Xplore 

3 Science Direct 

4 ACM Digital Library 

5 ISI WOS 

6 Springer Link 

7 Wiley Inter Science 

8 Scopus 
Table 4-2 Article Databases 
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4.1.1.4 Selection Criteria 

 

The literature selection criteria consist of inclusion and exclusion criteria. Svahnberg et al. used a 

basic and detailed inclusion/exclusion criterion [94]. We adopted those double criteria processes to 

select primary studies. Our basic inclusion/exclusion criteria were to select the articles which are 

published in English at the same time not to be duplicated. Removing the duplicates of articles in 

earlier stage was useful to relieve the potential waste of work on duplicated articles during later 

review stages. For the detailed inclusion/exclusion criteria, the articles were inspected in more detail 

as described in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4. 

 

# Detailed Inclusion Criteria 

1 Article is available for accessing in full text form 

2 Article is to be cross-reviewed by other researchers 

3 Article can be published in forms of a book, journal or conference proceedings etc. 

4 
Article is of any types of research which are experiments, case studies, literature reviews, 

surveys, interviews or technical report etc. 

5 
Article mentions an overview of performing software maintenance with distributed team 

collaboration 

6 Article provides a taxonomy of software maintenance work in distributed team collaboration 

7 
Article compares distributed software maintenance with other software lifecycles performed 

in distributed environment 

8 
Article discusses challenges or benefits in undertaking globally distributed software 

maintenance 

9 
Article proposes framework, strategies or solutions to overcome difficulties in distributed 

software maintenance work 
Table 4-3 Detailed Inclusion Criteria 

 

The exclusion criteria are illustrated in Table 4-4 for a purpose of keeping the review process 

consistent with the focus of study and the constrained limitation.  

 

#  Detailed Exclusion Criteria 

1 Article does not match with basic and detailed inclusion criteria 

2 Article is related to only general software maintenance 

3 
Article mentions only about issues encountered before establishing distributed software 

maintenance work 

4 
Article discusses distributed software maintenance work not in technical or managerial point 

views 
Table 4-4 Detailed Exclusion Criteria 

4.1.1.5 Data Quality Assessment Criteria 

 

After undergoing the selection criteria, the included primary studies were assessed against a quality 

criteria defined as a checklist. Its purpose in the study was to realize the limitation of each included 

article during synthesis process on the collected data. The quality assessment criteria are described in 

Table 4-5.  

 

# Quality Assessment Checklist Yes / No 

1 Is introduction of GSD maintenance relevant issues discussed?  

2 Does the research paper clearly specify the research methodology?  

3 Are strategies for data analysis clearly mentioned?  

4 Are the results of the research appropriate in a domain of this study?  

5 Are validity threats related to the research noted?  
Table 4-5 Quality Assessment Checklist 
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4.1.1.6 Data Extraction Strategy 

 

From the selected primary studies, the relevant information was extracted in a defined data collection 

form. The extracted data was basically divided into general and specific information. The general 

information of the articles was recorded as follows: 

 Article title 

 Authors 

 Article type 

 Published date 

 Library source 

 

Specific information of the articles is classified in empirical background and specific attributes as 

described below: 

 Main empirical method 

 Subject of study 

 Empirical focus 

 Maintenance collaboration mode 

 Number of distributed sites 

 

Specific Attributes: 

 Problem domain 

 Challenges highlighted 

 Mitigation strategies or practices 

 Validity threats 

 

A full form of data extraction is provided in Appendix 9.2.  

4.1.1.7 Data Synthesis Strategy 

 

Data synthesis is a process of combining small different pieces of data to form a coherent whole unit 

[95]. In data synthesis stage, we sorted out and summarized the collected data with respect to 

descriptive and quantitative synthesis [68].  

 Chronically – Articles were organized in the order as data is collected 

 Typologically – Articles were thematically organized with respect to the topic addressed 

 Methodologically – Articles were organized with respect to their employed research 

methodology 

4.1.1.8 Pilot Study 

 

In the systematic review process, a purpose of pilot study is to develop and assure a consistent 

understanding and mutual agreement on review processes and procedures between two authors before 

embarking on the complete extent of systematic review [68]. It helps to avoid the potential bias and to 

mitigate the risk of following the inconsistent processes and concepts by the authors. To this point, the 

data extraction form was developed based on the authors‟ consensus. We concurrently reviewed 

initial three papers, drafted the form based on findings from those papers, and validated the drafted 

version of the extraction form to assure its applicability for further use.  

 

4.1.2 Conducting the Review 
 

The review process was performed according to the protocol defined in the planning phase. 

Conducting review had the following stages.  
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4.1.2.1 Articles Retrieval  

 

As described in planning (Chapter 4.2.1.1), the articles retrieval was conducted in the eight major 

electronic libraries in each of which the same search string (Chapter 4.2.1.1.2) was used although 

there were minor differences depending on the specific rules of a search string syntax interpretation of 

each library. For this purpose, we referred to the search tips of each library in advance to adapt the 

search string. Then, specifically adjusted search strings were applied in each database and a total of 

9050 articles were retrieved. The articles retrieval was performed in November 2010. 

4.1.2.2 Basic Selection Criteria 

 

We utilized each library‟s built-in option to limit results by publication languages. Furthermore, to 

remove the duplicates, we exported all the citations of articles (including their abstract) from each 

library by help of Zotero
1
, then imported them in database of EndNote

2
 desktop application and used 

its duplicate detector function. When the duplicates or multiplications of same articles were found, we 

selected a later version. After those basic selection criteria were applied, a total of 8254 articles were 

selected.  

4.1.2.3 Detailed Selection Criteria 

 

From the 8254 articles, 392 articles were selected by examining their titles. Moreover, by reading a 

title and an abstract of remaining articles on basis of the detailed inclusion/exclusion criteria (Chapter 

4.2.1.1.4), 119 articles were included in full text evaluation. Through perusing those articles in full 

text, 44 articles were found to be the most relevant.  

4.1.2.4 Summary 

To sum up, 44 articles were selected through the systematic review process. Table 4-6 shows the 

number of articles found from each library and the articles remained after the basic and detailed 

selection criteria.  

 

# Databases 
Total 

found 

Unique 

Articles 

After Title 

Review 

After Abstract 

Review 

After Full 

Review 

1 Compendex/Inspec 2342 1564 163 28 11 

2 IEEE Xplore 363 363 69 23 9 

3 Science Direct 2248 2242 51 8 8 

4 ACM Digital Library 913 909 26 14 5 

5 ISI WOS 414 414 26 15 2 

6 Springer Link 894 894 19 10 4 

7 Wiley Inter Science 955 951 13 7 2 

8 Scopus 921 917 25 14 3 

  Total 9050 8254 392 119 44 
Table 4-6 Summary of Review Conduct 

4.1.3 Reporting the Review 
 

In this stage, the results of systematic review are reported in appropriate format so that the report can 

be easily followed and interpreted to the potential readers with diverse background. In Figure 4-1, the 

systematic review process is illustrated in a form of flow chart. The synthesis and analysis on the 

review results of included 44 papers are mentioned in detail in Section 4.4. 

                                                      
1
 Free and open source add-on for Firefox web browser 

2
 Commercial reference management software package 
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Figure 4-1 Review Process  

4.2 Data Analysis 
 

For analyzing the data collected during the systematic literature review, we used Grounded Theory 

(GT). GT starts collecting diverse types of data. In this phase, the collected data from literature review 

were in forms of excerpts, citations, and notes about the important facts and statements. GT begins 

with coding process on that data such as open, axial and selective coding as depicted in Figure 4-2. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-2 Grounded Theory  

Total 9050  
Articles found  

Unique Articles  
8254 articles 

After Title Review 
392 articles 

After Abstract 
Review, 119 articles 

After Full Text 
Review, 44 articles 
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Open coding is an initial coding process in which codes are provisional and best grounded in the data. 

Those codes were selected to have as much as close meaning to the raw data so that further coding 

processes can openly exploit them [83]. In open coding stage, we identified 134 codes referring to 

challenges and mitigation strategies of global software maintenance activities.  

 

In axial coding, the open codes are interrelated and linked to each other to construct a conceptual 

structure which can explain the phenomena more precisely and completely [88]. We classified the 

open codes into 38 axial codes, also known as concepts.  

 

Subsequently, selective coding process applies to integrate the concepts to build more general 

categories to explain theory about a phenomenon, to validate the concept relationships by comparing 

with the raw data and refine the relationship if necessary [88]. After analyzing 45 concepts, we 

grouped them into 4 categories (People, Process, Product and Technology). See Section 4.3.2. The 

results are numerically shown in Table 4-7. 

 

Coding Stages Number of Codes 

Open coding 134 

Axial coding 38 

Selective coding 4 

Table 4-7 Results of Grounded Theory Coding (SLR) 

 

In order to avoid a bit abstract, concrete samples of coding process are exemplified in two slightly 

different forms of data as below:  

 

Data X: “… In the era of global outsourcing, maintenance and enhancement activities are performed 

in distributed locations. In most cases, the domain expertise is not available which increases the 

complexity to manifold. A critical success factor in such a scenario is to have a collaborative platform 

for managing and sharing the domain specific knowledge across distributed locations…” [96] 

 

Data Y: ”… if maintenance personnel has prior development experience, it becomes good advantage 

for him to work successfully in maintenance activities …” 

 

The data X is an excerpt extracted from literature as it was written. From this excerpt, it can be 

inferred that a lack of the personnel with domain knowledge creates a challenging situation for a 

distributed maintenance team. Based on this inference, we coded it as a challenge “A lack of domain 

expertise”. The data Y is a note taken from several articles. From this note, one may deduce that poor 

technical and software development knowledge can be a barricade for effectiveness of maintenance 

task resolution. We coded it “Poor technical and development skill”. Furthermore, those two 

challenges were grouped into more general concept “Technical Knowledge”. This concept was again 

grouped to general category “People” since knowledge is epistemologically explained as people‟s 

properties according to Sosa [97] and Greco [98].  

 

On the other hand, from the excerpt 1 it can be drawn that creating a collaborative system for 

knowledge sharing can be adopted to fill the gap of domain knowledge in a distributed team. Thus, we 

identified it as a strategy “Collaborative knowledge sharing system”. This strategy was grouped into 

more general concept “Knowledge Management” which was classified to category “Process” since 

knowledge management is a process of systematically collecting, organizing and sharing experiences 

and practices of individuals or groups within an organization [55]. 
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4.3 SLR Results 

4.3.1 Quantitative Results 
 

In quantitative analysis, the results show the statistical data in numerical form from different 

perspectives which are the number of primary study selected, publication year, research methodology 

and quality of the selected studies. Also maintenance collaboration modes and research background 

were discussed.  

4.3.1.1 Primary Studies Sources 

 

Selected primary studies were extracted from different database sources based on review protocols 

and are presented in Figure 4-3. 

 

 
 

Figure 4-3 Primary Studies with respect to Databases 

 

4.3.1.2 Publication Years 

 

A presentation of publication years of selected primary studies is shown in Figure 4-4. According to 

[99], several issues and events were organized for distribute software development in 2006. However, 

looking at this presentation it was difficult to draw some conclusion about the trends in global 

software maintenance.  

 

Software maintenance is considered as one of suitable software development activities for outsourcing 

due to ever growing maintenance cost [7] [15], this also help organizations to focus on their core 

competencies [14]. This can be a reason for even distribution of primary studies over period of time. 

In 2008, there was a slump in market due to world financial recession. This recession may have 

twofold effects on outsourcing as well as on insourcing. Software organizations involved in 

insourcing rolled back their operations in other countries in order to deal with financial recession. 

Another impact of recession might be the increase in outsourcing trend as software organizations may 

have outsourced their work to low wage countries.  
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Figure 4-4 Primary Studies with respect to Publication Year 

 

4.3.1.3 Research Methodology 

 

Smite et al. [33] presented the result of systematic review and discussed that in most cases it was 

difficult to identify the research method employed by primary studies. We also faced similar 

difficulties in identifying different settings used by primary studies for conducting research, gathering 

data, analyzing and validating the results.  

 

 
 

Figure 4-5 Selected Studies with respect to Research Methods 

 

A summary of research methods employed by selected studies is presented in Figure 4-5. Out of 44 

selected primary studies, 37 primary studies were empirical. From those primary studies, 20 studies 

used case study as their main research method. 6 studies employed interviews as research method and 

6 studies used experiment. 5 of the studies selected were experience sharing, post-mortem and 

technical reports that aimed at understanding and explaining that what challenges they faced and what 

strategies they employed to overcome those risks. Most of the primary studies did not discuss the 

analysis method used. It was either not mentioned or was very vaguely discussed.  
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4.3.1.4 Quality of Selected Studies 

 

Based on the quality assessment criterion defined in section 4.2.1.1.5, articles were scored. Having 

fulfilled one quality criterion by an article, it is given one (1) point. Articles with highest quality 

scored 5 and least with 0. A result of the quality assessment is presented in Figure 4-6. It shows that 

three-fourth of the selected studies were „Fair‟ or above in quality.  

 

 
Figure 4-6 Quality of Primary Studies 

 

4.3.1.5 Research Context 

 

The study context of the selected studies is polled as shown in Figure 4-7. The majority of the studies 

were in industrial context while 5 studies targeted academia and 4 articles didn‟t mention their 

contextual information either explicitly or implicitly.  

 

 
Figure 4-7 Research Context 

 

4.3.1.6 Maintenance Collaboration Modes 

 

Collaboration modes of distributed maintenance are shown in Figure 4-8. Outsourced maintenance 

(Inter-organizational) was greater in number than insourced maintenance (Intra-organizational). It was 

due to the fact that insourced maintenance requires much higher investment to build up remote sites 

and few bigger organizations are financially capable for that, whereas outsourced maintenance is 

established on contractual base between vendor and supplier sides [31] [119].  
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Figure 4-8 Maintenance Collaboration Modes 

 

Due to this better possibility, the outsourced maintenance mode was more commonly discussed in the 

selected primary studies than insourced maintenance. About 10 articles didn‟t mention the way 

maintenance activities were collaborated. Among others, one article [P2] explored a specific 

collaboration of virtual communities in packaged software maintenance.  

 

 

4.3.2 Qualitative Results 
 

Through qualitative analysis, we observed that challenges and strategies in global software 

maintenance are being influenced by some factors with common patterns. Those patterns are 

synthesized in major categories such as People, Process, Product and Technology. In other words, we 

noticed that a success and failure of global software maintenance are determined by people, process 

product related and technological factors. They are abbreviated to 3PT in this thesis and the 

descriptions for each category are given in Table 4-8.  

 

 

People Process Product Technology 

Fundamental element 

operating and 

maintaining a product. 

We placed human 

related factors such as 

professional skills and 

experience in this 

category. Also personal 

abilities and behavioral 

issues are comprised as 

well. 

A course of activities 

followed by people‟s 

intention to produce a 

desired outcome. In 

this category, we 

covered activities 

involved in project 

management as well as 

software maintenance. 

An outcome of a set of 

processes. Here, 

product means software 

system which is being 

maintained. Product 

factors are 

characteristics of the 

system. 

By technology, we 

mean software or 

hardware tool 

which sustains or 

improves efficiency 

of people, process 

and product. 

Table 4-8 3PT Description 

 

 

Several researchers explained issues of software project management from People, Process and 

Product perspectives [100] [101] [102] [103]. But, technological factors should be separately taken 

into consideration since it has a significant influence on effectiveness of project management and 

routine maintenance activities. Therefore, a maintenance project manager should focus on 

technological factors equally with people, process and product factors. Figure 4-9 depicts 3PT view.  
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Figure 4-9 People, Process, Product and Technology 

 

In the following sections, we explained the detailed challenges and strategies with respect to each 

factor of 3PT.  

 

4.3.2.1 Challenges in Global Software Maintenance 

4.3.2.1.1 People Factor 

 

Challenges by people factors are conceptualized into major areas such as personal attitude, conflicted 

interest, cultural difference, language difference, interpersonal skill, technical knowledge, turnover, 

staffing and trust. Detail challenges in each concept are explained in next sections respectively.  

 

Personal Attitude 

 

Personal attitude of people towards their work is one of the decisive factors in successful work. In 

software professional community, there is a perception that maintenance work is less innovative and a 

chunk of repetitive day-to-day activities [P1]. Therefore, the experienced engineers usually avoid 

maintenance work and new or less skilled people are assigned.  

 

Another negative attitude of maintainers is that sometimes they neglect the value of documentation. 

To ignore making proper documentation after any change in software and to neglect referring to 

corresponding documents before any change are critical risk factors [P2-3]. They lead to less 

understandable code and increase the time to repair software failures.  

 

In a distributed environment, face-to-face meeting is a vital activity for effective communication and 

it requires a technical manager or a project leader to visit to remote sites. A business trip has usually 

the tight schedule and deadline, not as much enjoyable as a holiday travelling [P4-6]. Most of the 

time, people do not feel comfortable with traveling and adapting to different time zone every now and 

then.  
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Conflicting Interests 

 

Enterprise software organizations sell their products to different customers located in several 

countries. Although unique installation is implemented for each customer, due to market and business 

characteristics the different customers require different complicated changes which conflict each other 

and require a significant change to core components of the system. If maintenance supplier misses 

keeping a balance of such changes, it may lead to a project failure.  

 

It is often that different stakeholders have different expectations from each other and they lack a 

holistic view of technical and business domain knowledge which creates a conflicted situation. 

Customer requires too abstract requirement due to their less knowledge about technical capability of 

the existing system [P9-10] while maintenance engineers sometimes don‟t understand the business 

process behind a change and offer unsatisfactory solutions [P11]. Thus, a lack of the holistic view of 

business and technical knowledge can bring misunderstanding among stakeholders. 

 

Cultural Difference 

 

When software is maintained in multi-sites, it is unavoidable to undergo cultural differences. Culture 

refers to a common attitude or a behavior of particular social group or an organization [55]. A lack of 

mutual understanding of cultural characteristics of stakeholders from different countries may become 

a source of potential misunderstanding among a team [P11-16]. To form collaborative culture in the 

team plays a decisive role to avoid from such situations. However, if it is not fulfilled, cultural 

difference can be a major pitfall in their communication aspect [P12-13] [P16-17].  

 

Language Difference 

 

English is a prevalently used communication language in an international environment. Having 

insufficient knowledge of English language leads to difficulties for understanding between team 

members [P2] [P18-20].  

 

Interpersonal Skill 

 

Good communication and interpersonal skill play an important role in smooth communication flow in 

a team. Especially in dispersed environment, its importance is a lot. Adversely, low morale in a team 

causes communication downfall and creates roadblocks in team collaboration. The analysis indicates 

that there is a positive correlation between the higher morale in a team and the better resolving 

problems, the lesser effort spent on maintenance [P11].  

 

Technical Skill 

 

The higher domain knowledge a maintenance engineer has, the lesser time he spends on routine 

maintenance activities [P21]. Also maintenance work requires good technical skills of the various 

technologies used in the maintained software. Reversely, inadequate knowledge of the application 

domain and development technologies drives to ineffective maintenance such as potential reworks or 

delayed task-completion [P11] [P15].  

 

Turnover 

 

The longer termed maintenance project tends to suffer from the higher level of staff turnover [P11]. A 

member leaving project can impact on productivity in software context. Particularly, if the knowledge 

possessed by the member is in a tacit form, it can be a big loss of team knowledge and more difficult 

for other members to take over the role of the departing member to continue keeping normal working 

pace [P19]. On the other hand, when a new member joins the maintenance team, it may burden the 

responsibility of other members and increase the task-resolution time [P22-23]. Overall, employee 
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turnover impact is more significant in settings where the maintenance work is knowledge intensive 

and less standardized [P22]. 

 

Staffing 

 

The impacts of improper staffing on a distributed team can bring about many further hurdles in 

maintenance activities. In distributed environment, domain experts of the existing application are 

limited and not always available on all the geographical sites [P10] [P20]. To manifold expertise 

knowledge is crucial as well as complicated activity.  

 

During regression or acceptance tests after major changes, it is necessary to have onsite members 

from support side at customer location where the software is installed [P23]. Although customer 

side‟s maintenance team can perform those tests with remote support, the onsite representatives from 

the support team helps for effectively exchanging information and easing communication between 

distributed locations [P24].  

 

A tall hierarchical form in decision making processes can be good arrangement for a specific 

organization. However, in distributed software maintenance it adversely contributes to bureaucratic 

and delayed communication between the distributed team. Especially, in case of emergency 

maintenance it is likely to increase the problem resolution time and hinders to make an immediate 

decision which augments the loss of software crash [P7].  

 

The excessive number of members in one team (either of local or global) overloads the responsibility 

of a project manager and creates loss of responsibility [P7]. Also, many teams‟ involvement in few 

tasks creates complex interdependency which hampers the task completion [P13] [P16].  

 

Trust 

 

Trust is a major key factor for deciding success or failure in global distributed software projects. 

Software maintenance demands intensive interaction between customer and supplier, quick response 

and short iteration cycles [P7] [P9]. Trusted relationship between them eases many barriers on 

maintenance work [P9] [P23] [P26]. For example, to make trade-off in many issues during change 

requests and other activities becomes easy. Therefore, a lack of trust causes the limited understanding 

and unsociable relationship between them. Moreover, the teams will not understand or perhaps will 

not want to understand each other which lead to project failure [P11] [P19]. 

 

In the following Table 4-9, the aforementioned results are summed up.  

 

Challenge 

Categories 
Challenges  Article Reference 

Personal Attitude 

Degraded perception about maintenance P1  

Neglected value of documentation P2, P3  

Unwillingness to travel P4, P5, P6, P7 

Conflicting 

Interests 

Customers‟ interest conflict P8  

Misunderstanding on technical or business problem P9, P10 

Lack of holistic view of business and technical knowledge P11  

Cultural 

Difference 

Different ways of thinking and understanding  
P7, P11, P12, P13, 

P14, P15, P16  

Lack of collaborative culture 
P7, P12, P13, P16, 

P17  

Language 

Difference 

Lack of English language knowledge P2, P18, P19, P20 

Different accent P19  
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Interpersonal Skill 
Lack of communication skill P11  

Low morale of a team P11  

Technical 

Knowledge 

Lack of development experience and skill P21  

Lack of domain knowledge P11, P15  

Turnover 

Member leaving a project P22, P23  

New member joining in a project P19, P22, P23  

Unstable team with high turnover P11  

Staffing 

Unavailability of domain expert  P10, P20  

Lack of onsite testing staff P23, P24  

Hierarchical organizational structure P7  

Excessive number of members in one team P7  

Many different teams‟ involvement in few tasks P7, P13, P16  

Trust 

Limited understanding between different members P7, P9, P23, P25  

Lack of relationship in a team 
P7, P9, P19, P23, 

P26  

Unsociable attitude of members P11, P19  

Table 4-9 Challenges from SLR in 'People' factor 

4.3.2.1.2 Process Factor 

 

Challenges by process factors are conceptualized into major areas such as change request handling, 

collaboration, communication, control, task management, knowledge management, risk management 

and verification and validation. Detail challenges in each concept are explained in next sections 

respectively.  

 

Change Management 

 

Change management is responsible for keeping track of changes to software and ensuring that the 

changes are implemented in efficient ways [104]. A change request which represents change 

information is a formal document requesting customization in the existing software. A customer 

triggers a change request to a supplier side to make a desired adjustment. When a change request 

unclearly articulates exact needs, much effort from the distributed supplier side is required to fully 

understand the requirement [P2] [P18] and it can lead to unsatisfactory modification. Moreover, it 

may hamper trust between distributed team members.  

 

During corrective maintenance, a customer sends an issue report, also known as a problem report, and 

provides detail symptoms about the detected bug or fault. Similarly, an unspecified issue report 

prolongs the task-resolution time and demands more effort on maintenance team to comprehend a 

problem scenario [P3] [P27].  

 

An absence or poor management system for handling a change request and an issue report creates a 

chaos which causes a lot of rework and extra effort [P27]. 

 

Quality Management 

 

Quality is a degree of excellence or worth [55]. Quality Management processes encompass the 

activities of assuring quality on processes and products meets to needs for which it is undertaken 

[105]. An organizational difference between maintenance team members brings the distinct execution 

ways of same processes [P21] [P28-29]. If the consistent procedure on key processes is not achieved, 

major hurdles such as the misunderstanding and overhead on communication are arisen which 

eventually lead to loose trust among the team.  
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Distributed maintenance sites mostly have different maturity concepts and use different metrics and 

standards [P16]. In such a heterogeneous situation, it is difficult to conduct one measurement plan for 

monitoring the processes in each site.  

 

Any types of modification in source code should follow consistent design pattern and coding standard 

as well as same documentation norm [P9] [P19] [P30-31]. Otherwise, it drives to hardly maintainable 

and less understandable code and design.  

 

Communication Management 

 

Communication is an activity of conveying information between entities [50]. We include 

communication in process factors in a sense that communication in a team is supported through 

preconceived procedures and processes. Whereas the way of communicating between individuals is 

considered as communication skill and personal attitude in people factor (See Section 6.1.2.1.1). 

 

Face-to-face meeting is one of the most effective communication ways. However, in physically 

distributed environment, it hardly happens [P11] [P15] [P23]. Due to no face-to-face interaction, an 

overall communication flow between the stakeholders may decelerate.  

 

Customers are important stakeholders in a sense that their satisfaction decides the success of 

maintenance work. Rich interaction with customers is important, specifically in corrective and 

perfective maintenance for getting their feedback earlier [P2]. Due to long distance from customers, it 

is likely to limit their involvement.  

 

In global collaboration of maintenance, original developers are not always present in routine 

maintenance activity [P10]. In case of high severity changes it is crucial to contact with them.  

 

Task Management 

 

Task management is a process of managing a task from its initiation until the completion and keeping 

it as retrievable. Distributed environment demands a manager to adopt clear task distribution among 

scattered team members [P28]. Ambiguously assigning a task or assigning to not specialized 

personnel lead to loss of time and effort on maintenance work [P15] [P22].  

 

Unlike software development phase, many unexpected tasks can be arisen in maintenance phase 

which creates high work pressure on maintainers in case of system outage [P11] [P19].  

 

Control is a process of obeying to standards, policies, goals or defined quality criteria [44]. A 

dispersed working pattern requires more discipline for tracking task completion among team members 

and more effort on project management [P7] [P28] while a lack of task control brings to a difficult 

situation where standards in work are lost [P10]. 

 

Knowledge Management 

 

Knowledge management is a key process in a workgroup or an organization to create, represent and 

share skills and experiences among individuals. Unlike one time software development in distributed 

environment, distributed software maintenance needs a continuous flow of knowledge sharing [P11]. 

However, due to not only the isolated location but also cultural and organizational background 

distance, sharing knowledge between distributed team members become occasional or rather rare 

[P15] [P22] [P34]. 

 

Moreover, a lack of important documents such as system, business documentation and technical 

guidelines are major risk factors [P1-2] [P10-11]. Most of the knowledge are not codified and in a 

tacit form [P9-10]. Also, an absence of proper knowledge repository and sharing mechanism is a 

major barrier for successful maintenance work [P11] [P35].  
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In addition, due to time and budget limitation, maintenance staff doesn‟t have adequate time to spend 

on learning the existing system [P10-11].  

 

Risk Management 

 

Risk management is recognition, estimation and avoidance of risks which have the possibility of harm 

or loss of objectivity [106]. The geographical isolation necessitates the management of unpredictable 

circumstances and interactions during maintenance process.  

 

To make a change in source code, all major stakeholders should be consulted in advance to identify 

and manage potential risks [91] [93] [P36]. Because of dispersed location and delay in 

communication, it is likely to miss some stakeholders‟ involvement for assessing impact of proposed 

change request [P36-37]. As it is reported in the literature, some common potential risks in 

maintaining system in distributed environment are aggressive planning which doesn‟t consider 

barriers due to distribution [P11] [P34] [P37], unawareness of incidents in emergency maintenance 

[P38] and ignorance of keeping up with major updates of third party solutions if included in the 

existing system [P23]. Also, during data transfer between remote sites by passing through several 

networks, important information might be leaked by malicious parties [P24].  

 

Verification and Validation 

 

Verification and validation is a key process of ensuring whether a system is behaving as it is expected 

or not. The poor regression test suites and test data are often unavailable in all the distributed 

locations [P11] which make it hard to reproduce an anomalous scenario as well as to study change‟s 

impacts.  

 

Poor guidelines or standards of routine inspection on software and hardware environment are always 

big limitations for efficient maintenance activity [P16] [P23].  

 

In Table 4-10, all the process challenges are summed up.  

 

Challenge 

Categories 
Challenges Article Reference 

Change 

Management 

Unclear change request P2, P18, P20, P23  

Unclear issue report P3  

Poor change request management P27  

Quality 

Management 

Lack of collaborative procedure 
P7, P16, P21, P28, 

P29  

Inconsistent metrics between organizations P16  

No documentation standard P19, P30  

No coding standard P9, P19  

No uniform design pattern P19, P31  

Communication 

Management 

Infrequent communication P11, P15, P31, P32  

Lack of informal communication P17  

No face to face interaction P23, P31  

Limited view and involvement of customer during software 

change 
P2  

No contact with an original developer P10 

Task Management 
Unclear task distribution P28  

Wrong task distribution P15, P22, P32 
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Lack of task control P7, P10, P28  

Overhead on task control P15, P32  

High work pressure P11, P19  

Knowledge 

Management 

Lack of documentation for design and source code 
P1, P2, P10, P18, 

P23  

Lack of knowledge sharing P11, P15, P22, P34  

Limited access to knowledge P10  

Tacit knowledge of technical domain  P9, P10  

Tacit knowledge of business domain  P9, P10  

Absence of guidelines on performing tasks P11  

Lack of knowledge repository P11, P35  

Limited time to learn P10, P11  

Risk Management 

Lack of impact analysis P36  

Ignorance of keep up with update of third party solutions P23  

Lack of risk management P34, P37  

Aggressive plan P11  

Unexpectedness in emergency maintenance P38  

Disclosure of data security during transfer P24  

Risk of disclosing technological or business secure information P24  

Verification and 

Validation 

Lack of regression test suites P11  

Lack of quality assurance procedure in maintenance process P16  

Lack of check on hardware P23  

Table 4-10 Challenges from SLR in 'Process' factor 

 

4.3.2.1.3 Product Factor 

 

Challenges by product factors are conceptualized into major areas such as geographical distance, 

temporal distance, software size and complexity and third party dependency. Detail challenges in each 

concept are explained in next sections respectively.  

 

One may wonder why we include geographical and temporal distance in Product factor. It is due to 

that those distances come with a product which is being sold to global customer and being maintained 

under collaboration of distributed team. This is why we consider them as characteristics of software 

product. 

 

Geographical Distance 

 

In collocated maintenance team, members can communicate informally and frequently, and a manager 

can easily monitor the progress of work. But when it comes to a distributed environment, those 

possibilities are reduced. Geographical distance creates an overhead on team communication and 

loosens control of the task resolution [P16] [P19]. Besides the supplier, other stakeholders such as 

customers and original development staffs are located in different physical location as well. This 

makes it impossible to have all the stakeholders accumulated in the same place and at the same time 

[P10]. On the other hand, frequent traveling between distant sites is also expensive and time-intensive 

activity which can be a source of the leakage in project budget [P4-7]. 

 

Temporal Distance 
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When maintenance is geographically dispersed, time zone difference (also known as temporal 

distance) is consequentially created. It causes a limited time-window for distributed stakeholders and 

brings a delay in responses [P7] [P12-14]. The study shows that the higher temporal distance, the 

longer the task-resolution time and more delayed response [7] [P3] [P31]. Also, in case of emergency 

maintenance, the time-to repair system failure might be increased due to the unavailability of support 

team at unexpected time [P3] [P19].  

 

Software Size and Complexity 

 

When a system is becoming larger and more complex, effort on maintenance is dramatically increased 

due to higher coupling of components where a change in one module triggers subsequent changes in 

different modules [P21] [P26]. Also a number of changes on a single module and more complex 

change requests are big burden for maintainers [P36] [P15]. This is one of major factors which worsen 

the quality of the system. Also frequent changes require making updates on corresponding documents 

such as system configuration, technical manuals and user guides [P15] [P24].  

 

Third Party Dependency 

 

If off-the-shelf components or third party solutions are integrated with the existing system, it means 

that another stakeholder has indirectly involved in the maintenance process [P13] in a sense that the 

existent system configuration should be in-line with any baseline upgrade or update of those third 

party solutions which may necessitate extra effort on maintenance activity [P34].  

 

Table 4-11 sums up all the challenges as below.  

 

Challenge Categories Challenges Article Reference 

Geographical Distance 

Overhead of communication P16, P19  

Distributed location of stakeholders P10  

Extra cost of face-to-face meeting P4, P5, P6, P7  

Temporal Distance 

Delay in response P30, P31 

Increased MTTR (Mean Time To Repair) P3 

Limited time window P7, P12, P13, P14, 

P24, P39 

Software Size and 

Complexity 

Large size of the software P21, P26  

A number of change requests P36  

Complex change requests P15  

A need for extensive documentation P15, P24  

Third Party 

Dependency 

Use of COTS components P13, P40  

Frequent updates in technologies used in development P34  

Table 4-11 Challenges from SLR in 'Product' factor 

 

4.3.2.1.4 Technology Factor 

 

Challenges by technology factors are conceptualized into major areas such as hardware support, 

software support and testing environment. Detail challenges in each concept are in explained next 

sections respectively. 

 

Software Support 

 

As compared to development, software maintenance requires extensive use of advanced debugging, 

testing, and simulation tools. A limitation of such supporting tools hinders to diagnose and reproduce 

anomaly in the system and to test solutions [P21].  
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Organizations involving in maintenance can have different standard software tools such word 

processing, emailing system and operation systems [P7] [P21]. Those factors can be barriers to the 

compatibility of information sharing and interaction between the organizations.  

 

Hardware Support 

 

Since a face-to-face meeting is not always possible for a distributed team, video conference is a useful 

alternative choice. However, video conference needs dedicated hardware facilities. Even in big 

organizations, there might be only a limited number of such hardware suites [P7] [P15-16].  

 

Due to an exhaustion of spare parts of hardware components such as servers, power supply and 

physical network units, whole system can be exposed to a risk of maintenance failure. If such 

hardware is not available in local market (usually not available), its shipment takes long journey and 

many processes. Also limited network speed slows code transfer and deployment process [P42].  

 

Testing Environment 

 

Globally maintained system requires each distributed location to have own testing environments 

where different levels of support team can reproduce problematic scenario and test their solution 

independently. If they test software patches in different environments than a production environment 

where the system is operating, members can be limited to reproduce anomalous scenario [P19] [P23]. 

Moreover the installed patches can lead to abnormal operation due to the difference [P19]. The 

differences can be inconsistency in hardware, software, database configuration or any other software 

tools used to perform testing process. 

 

In Table 4-12, technically challenging factors are summarized.  

 

Challenge 

Categories 
Challenges 

Article 

References 

Hardware Support 

Unqualified hardware environment P42 

Lack of communication facilities 
P7, P15, P16, 

P23, P32, P41 

Unstable communication channel P3 

Software Support 
Lack of supporting tools P21 

Inconsistent tools P7, P21  

Testing 

Environment 

Limitation on reproducing anomalous scenario  P19, P23  

Difference between development and production environment  P19  

Table 4-12 Challenges from SLR in 'Technology' factor 
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4.3.2.2 Mitigation Strategies 

 

The identified mitigation strategies from SLR are illustrated in following subsections. A map of those 

strategies addressing to the challenges are discussed in Chapter 6.3 Discussion. 

4.3.2.2.1 People Factor 

 

Strategies and practices dependent on people factor are conceptualized into major areas such as 

customer involvement, social enrichment and staffing.  

 

Customer Involvement 

 

Customer‟s satisfaction and orientation drives any business. In software maintenance, to clearly 

understand customers‟ need and requirement has high importance as well as high complexity. The 

degree of complexity is even augmented when software product is maintained in distributed manner. 

In perfective maintenance where functionality addition and adjustment in software is made, higher 

customer involvement eases the requirement elicitation, specification and design process [P2]. 

  

Due to geographical isolation of original development and support team, the customer who interact 

the product greatly and closely on daily basis may get to have clearer picture about anomalous 

behaviors of the software product. Therefore, the customer involvement in corrective maintenance 

activities and test case specification or its execution may improve the defect detection rate of testing 

processes in acceptance and regression testing [P23].  

 

Social Enrichment 

 

Unlike an in-house maintenance team, a distributed team has less socialization activities as well as 

more diversity in people background.  

 

Trusted and highly motivated team can eradicate the necessity of control and command. Although 

building trust among distributed team doesn‟t come easy and takes time, it should be the highest 

priority step in distributed maintenance team [P9].  

  

Onsite visits should be made not only in managerial, but also at technical level. Moreover, cross-

cultural training and social gathering activities after working hours are good for team socialization 

[P11] [P24]. Once people break the ice between them by overcoming cultural barriers and 

understanding each other, mutual trust is established. It makes their interaction easy, and team 

members become more willing to work for extend hours as their own initiatives when it is needed 

[107].  

 

Good leadership on maintenance team brings about the highly motivated team having higher level of 

work willingness and knowledge transfer, and lower level of staff-turnover [P11].  

 

Staffing 

 

Properly staffing a maintenance team is one of the most important decisions made by a project 

manager. There can be a number of variants to build and maintain a successful team. However, 

following strategies should be taken into account in staffing a global maintenance team. 

 

Adding more people into a team can decelerate team dynamics and burden management with much 

effort on control and communication whereas a small team of self-organized personnel makes a team 

very effective [P9]. 
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A manager should try to build a cross-functional team in each remote location which has specialized 

knowledge of different disciplines of the system [P39]. However, it can‟t be always possible due to 

geographically distributed location and personnel unavailability. In this case, online weekly or regular 

progress meeting should consist of personnel with cross-functional knowledge from remote locations 

[P22].  

 

When choosing an onsite representative, not only communication skill, also different technical 

expertise should be considered. It can improve the technical knowledge exchange with remote team 

members [P43]. 

  

Job-exchange between members at remote sites can be great way to understand each other‟s work 

which can cause mutual trust between isolated stakeholders [P11]. It also can intensify knowledge 

exchange. The exchange can be made between developer and maintenance personnel, or between 

customer and supplier sites.  

 

Staff at support helpdesk should be chosen as a native English speaker or with good knowledge of 

English language [43].  

 

Table 4-13 shows the summary of People factor.  

 

Strategies 

Categories 
Strategies References 

Customer 

Involvement 

Increasing customer involvement in perfective maintenance P2  

Involving customers into test case specification to explore new bugs P23  

Social 

Enrichment 

Warming relationship between isolated members P9, P23  

Cross-cultural training during onsite visit 
P9, P11, P24, 

P39  

Improving social activities outside of work P9  

Highly motivated team members by good leadership P9, P39  

Staffing 

Building a small team to be effective P9  

Deploying a cross functional support team with software and 

hardware knowledge 
P39  

Having at least one skilled person help to share knowledge P22  

Having an onsite representative with knowledge of different 

technical specialists  
P43  

Involving job exchange between maintainer and developer P11  

Staffing remote site helpdesk as much as a native speaker P43  

Table 4-13 Strategies from SLR in 'People' factor 

 

4.3.2.2.2 Process Factor 

 

Strategies and practices dependent on the process factor are conceptualized into major areas such as 

change management, communication, knowledge management, measurement, risk management, 

standardization, task distribution and verification and validation.  

 

Change Management 

 

Having a central system which provides the functionalities of receiving and handling all the changes 

in software is utmost important for effective maintenance process [P30] [P39].  
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For large systems maintained by collaboration of distributed team members, sound configuration 

management helps to avoid inconsistency of system functionality modification. Also strict access 

control should be applied when touching source code. The access should be granted only after 

discussion between distributed sites rather than one site‟s decision [P43].  

 

Software stability metric can be adopted for change management process to use it for assessing impact 

of change and estimating effort [P39]. It can be based on size of source files updated and size of 

source code changed.  

 

Communication Management 

 

Since face-to-face meeting rarely happens in collaboration from distrusted locations, distributed team 

should hold online weekly meeting through voice or video conferencing facilities for discussing 

current change request and open problem issues [P19] [P24].  

 

Besides regular meetings, there should be a channel for informal communication which can be 

provided by chatting application or social networking connection [P7] [P23-24]. 

 

Introducing a mailing list for maintenance team can support an easy flow of communication. Different 

mail lists can be created depending on their responsibilities and roles relation. With mailing lists, one 

can easily turn to desired personnel or dedicated group of people [P23].  

 

Instead of solely relying on one kind of communication channel, a distributed team should have 

several communication channels which should be formal as well as informal [P7] [P10] [P19].  

 

Creating customer community platform can be a wise way of getting to be aware of customer needs 

and service satisfaction [P2]. Different customers freely discuss their own experiences and issues 

about the product with each other. Maintenance team can respond them through it, most importantly 

further improvements on system functionalities and maintenance processes can be identified from it.  

 

Due to the temporal distance, support personnel can‟t be available in office at the same time when a 

customer is in need for an emergent request or critical problem solution. For such cases, business 

critical applications can lose the vast amount of profit in matter of minutes. To mitigate this impact, 

remote support personnel should be provided with mobile communication possibility to access to 

system network from outside of office [P4-6].  

 

Knowledge Management 

 

It is one of critical success factors for distributed maintenance team to pay more attention on 

knowledge management process since personnel with expert domain knowledge are not always 

available in every isolated site.  

 

A collaborative platform for creating and sharing domain knowledge within a team can enhance 

knowledge transfer [P9-10] [P24]. The platform can be wiki based. In other words, a member can add 

own skill or experience report or discussion threads regarding anything beneficial for others to know, 

and other members can share own stories on it and assess it. Such informal knowledge sharing can 

also help to document and codify tacit knowledge which is not available in formal document and 

guidelines.  

 

Although frequent onsite visits are not often made due to cost saving, it is sometimes necessary to 

happen during important activities [P19]. Thus, it is wise to hold training about domain specific 

knowledge or other training whenever an onsite representative from supplier side visits in local team 

[P23].  
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Certainly, regular online training is a good way in effective knowledge sharing as researchers 

suggested [P11] [P43]. Adequate video or voice conferencing tools can allow a team for that.  

 

Entry and exit of staff in team adversely impact on effectiveness of maintenance activities. However, 

it can be mitigated by strategies of good mentoring system [P22]. A new member should be prepared 

through formal training sessions as well as informal practices under senior personnel‟s presence. Also 

preparation of a shadow member of the skilled staff who is going to leave a project can mitigate the 

impact by loss of team knowledge and keep maintenance processes intact [P22]. 

 

Maintenance Measurement 

 

There are a number of software products available in the global market. Obviously, every product has 

own strengths and weaknesses. For a customer company, software product selection should be done 

through meticulous investigation on different aspects, especially support service capability for longer 

use of the product. Also, it is important to define clear boundaries of success and failure of 

maintenance service, its quality measures, roles and responsibility in SLA (Service Level Agreement) 

before implementing a system. A few studies noted that unclear or missed statements about important 

services could create higher possibility of misunderstanding between a customer and a service 

supplier [P8] [P16].  

 

It is said that “You can’t control what you can’t measure” [108]. Measuring quality of maintenance 

activities can allow a team to understand current situation, to identify processes deficiency and help to 

control and improve the quality of processes. For software maintenance, following major quality 

attributes should be used [P9] [P13]: 

- Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) or Meant Time to Repair (MTTR) 

- Number of change requests 

- Number of customer support call 

- Quality of training in customer maintenance team 

 

Risk Management 

 

Risk is “the probability of suffering loss while pursuing goals due to factors that are unpredictable or 

beyond” [109]. Risk management is recognition, estimation of risks and treatment to avoid their 

potential impact [106].  

 

Global software maintenance project‟s manager should consider the value of risk management 

twofold in project management process by taking into account the factors by global environments 

such as physical and cultural distances.  

 

Different countries have different traditional holiday and vacation times. Maintenance project 

manager should be aware of such diversity, also nominal but inescapable issues in traveling plan such 

as visa, weather and political matters in each local area [P8] [P24].  

 

Risk management is not only identification and assessment of risks, but also tracking and recording 

the problems. A maintenance team should keep records of all problems and bugs in the system which 

can be useful artifacts to identify and treat to potential problems [P43]. 

 

Unlike software development, maintenance cycle more often has to deal with accident and emergency 

situations where the continuity of service is broken. Its impact is greater for business critical and real 

time systems. Thus, clear communication channel and procedure for emergency maintenance should 

be established in advance and revised constantly [P19].  

 

It is suggestible for maintenance team to adopt a risk checklist method which checks off the risk 

factors. The checklist should be based on analysis of historically collected data [P37].  
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Quality Management 

 

The use of quality standardization on maintenance processes significantly impacts on effectiveness. A 

project manager should ensure that each distributed site adheres to collaborative best practices and 

same quality standards which help to avoid misunderstanding and increase a team dynamics [P7] 

[P23-24].  

 

All sites should use same quality assurance procedures and follow the same standard for software and 

hardware aspects. For example, same coding and documenting pattern for software change, identical 

environment for development and testing, and consistent hardware tools [P9] [P19]. 

 

Task Management 

 

Task distribution is a process of distributing tasks to team individuals depending on their 

specialization and characteristic of the tasks. 

 

Assigning the responsibility of changing certain components or functionalities of the system to 

specific person can be wise way to evade inconsistency of changes on it and to improve change 

traceability [P39]. Also to mitigate task dependency among distributed sites, it is better to distribute 

related tasks to the team at single geographical location [P10].  

 

From the optimal learning point of view, obtaining a proper balance between task specialization and 

exposure to a diverse kind of tasks can lead to greater productivity of maintenance team. The study 

indicates that although an individual who is specialized at certain tasks can have higher productivity, 

eventually it makes the individual flatten to learn new skills. On the other hand, exposure to variety of 

tasks can lead shallow knowledge at a certain task. By bearing this in mind, a manager should keep 

the balance between specialization and exposure to diversity when assigning tasks [P22]. 

 

In software maintenance context, a new member can burden existing members to learn organizational 

disciplines and technical aspects. In order to make a fresh member work more efficiently, early 

exposure to task diversity rather than few task specialization can be applied into new staff mentoring 

system [P22] [P24].  

 

Verification and Validation 

 

Verification and validation is a process of checking whether a system is behaving as it is expected or 

not. Each support site should have a replica of production environment for their testing [P19]. It saves 

effort to design and to test software patch before deploying it on real environment.  

 

The gate review technique can be adopted on maintenance processes. It can help to iteratively ensure 

whether quality of current maintenance process meets the defined criteria and identifies anomalous 

process earlier [P39].  

 

From the time a change request is triggered until deployment of the corresponding patch in the 

system, it takes several testing processes such as the load, regression and acceptance testing in 

different locations. Thus, testing process takes much effort from maintenance team. High degree of 

automation on test case specification and execution saves much time and effort [P23].  

 

Below Table 4-14, we summarized a list of the identified Process factors. 

 
Strategies 

Categories 
Strategies Article Reference 

Change 

Management 

Having central management of change requests  P30, P39, P43  

Sound configuration management P43  
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Software stability metrics on source code touched P39  

Communication 

Management 

Holding a weekly meeting  P19, P24  

Introducing informal communication channel P7, P23, P24, P39  

Introducing mailing lists P23  

Keeping communication abundant and uninterrupted P7, P10, P19, P41  

Building virtual customers community (forum)  P2  

Providing remote support possibility through a mobile terminal 

or agent 
P4, P5, P6 

Knowledge 

Management 

Wiki based collaborative platform for managing and sharing 

domain knowledge 
P9, P10, P24, P39  

Formal training or informal knowledge exchange activities P11, P43  

Regular on-site visit P19, P23  

Mentoring system for staff entry to a project P22  

Shadowing a member of skilled staff leaving a project P22  

Maintenance 

Measurement 

Defining success and failure of maintenance in the presence of all 

stakeholders 
P8  

Measuring quality of maintenance process P16  

Planning adequate measures in advance P13  

Realistic measure of progress giving unbiased unambiguous 

visibility on their progress 
P9  

Risk Management 

Considering nationals specific dates in plan P8, P24  

Having problem management P43  

Planning emergency maintenance procedure earlier P19  

Having a risk checklist P37  

Quality 

Management 

Focusing on standardization  P7, P23, P24, P44  

Adhering to best practices and standards P43  

Using consistent processes and tools in all sites P9, P19, P21  

Task Management 

Assigning a certain software module to a certain staff for any 

change  
P39  

Keeping related tasks in a single site P10  

Keeping a balance between task specialization and task diversity P22  

Exposing new staff to task variety for effective learning P22, P24  

Verification and 

Validation 

Having shared or same testing system environment in all sites P19  

Introducing gate review and process metrics P39  

Automating test cases P23  

Table 4-14 Strategies from SLR in 'Process' factor 

4.3.2.2.3 Product Factor 

 

Strategies and practices dependent on the product factor are found on documentation only.  

 

Documentation 

 

Documentation is a process of substantiating a process or an operation in written or electronic forms 

in software maintenance context. A maintenance team should properly perform documentation to 

have up to date and clear guidelines, user manuals and technical documents [P3]. Otherwise, absent or 

poor documents can make it extremely hard to comprehend.  

 

For software product which has customers from many different countries, important system and user 

documents should be available in its customer‟s own language [P8].  
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Strategies 

Category 
Strategies Article Reference 

Documentation 
Having clear guidelines and manuals for all maintenance processes P3  

Preparing documentation in different languages P8  

Table 4-15 Strategies from SLR in 'Product' factor 

 

4.3.2.2.4 Technology Factor 

 

Strategies and practices dependent on technology factor are conceptualized into major areas such as 

automation, facilities and tools. 

 

Automation 

 

In software maintenance, it is crucial to automate as many tasks as possible in order to save cost since 

most of maintenance tasks are more repetitive than software development tasks. Many of maintenance 

tasks can be automated such as impact analysis, regression testing, change management processes and 

self-updating feature [P9] [P21] [P36]. A maintenance team always should try to detect the 

automatizeable tasks, assess the risk and feasibility [P21] [P43].  

 

Third party software tools can be used for automating some of manual and day-to-day activities such 

as monitoring system logs and alarms, tracing and debugging processes [P9-10].  

 

Facilities and Tools 

 

Web-based task management systems and change request management platforms suite with a team 

working in distributed environment [P28].  

 

For effective communication, stable software and hardware support such as a dedicated room, high-

speed network, and video telephoning facilities should be available for a team [P11]. For software 

support, groupware software tools such as Microsoft NetMeeting (multi-point videoconferencing 

client software) can be a good choice for conferencing, and Virtual Network Computing (VNC) which 

is graphical desktop sharing system can be effective for discussing technical detail work [P9] [P23] 

[P43].  

 

Table 4-16 shows summarized solution factors of Technology.  

 
Strategies 

Categories 
Strategies Article Reference 

Automation 

Automatizing manual routine tasks P9, P21, P39  

Detecting automatizeable tasks  P9, P21, P43  

Developing automatic update tool to save cost P36  

Using technology to automate tasks P9, P10  

Facilities and Tools 

Using web-based workflow management software P28  

Providing adequate communication tools  P11  

Using groupware software tools P9, P23, P39  

Table 4-16 Strategies from SLR in 'Technology' factor 
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5 INTERVIEW 
 

In this phase, the interviews were conducted with industrial practitioners to further explore the 

challenges and mitigation strategies for global software maintenance in industrial practice are 

discussed. The outcome of this phase answers the research question RQ2. 

 

5.1 Interview Conduct 
 

In this thesis, we used qualitative interview approach. In qualitative interviews, there is no restrictive 

structure or fixed control. However, the course of the interview was designed to follow the seven-

staged interview guideline by Kvale [110] where the interview investigation is routed through 

thematizing, designing, interviewing, transcribing, analyzing, verifying and reporting stages. The 

guideline helps us to avoid pitfalls and to improve the quality of the collected data.  

 

5.1.1 Thematizing 
 

What we are inclined to know determines the way we conduct the interview [75]. Hence, it is crucial 

to clarify at first what are the interview purposes and rationales. The purpose of the interview was 

twofold. At first, it was, beyond knowledge from the state of the art, to explore the difficulties 

grappled with practitioners in global software maintenance and to elicit the practical strategies for 

overcoming or mitigating their impact.  

 

We contacted prospective interviewees by email in advance and introduced the research. They were 

provided with the purpose, design and the expected outcome of the study in order to familiarize them 

with the research. The detail conceptual clarification of the study is provided in detail in Chapter 1.  

 

5.1.2 Designing  
 

The quality of the collected data from an interview is dependent upon the way in which interview is 

carried out [111]. Therefore, the interviews ought to be designed and conducted with great effort and 

attention. We designed the qualitative interview in the semi-structured way where the closed-end 

questions were to be inquired and open-end questions were to be discussed. A list of interview 

questions prepared in advance is provided in Appendix 9.3. Due to an exploratory nature of the 

qualitative interview; conversations can alter or expand interviewer‟s understanding of the topic. Thus 

the listed questions evolved from interview to interview. 

5.1.2.1 Selection of Interviewee 

The wise selection of subjects in an interview is utterly important in order to obtain valuable and 

precise information. In this study, the interviewee selection criteria was to choose the personnel who 

had a minimum of 5 years working experience in multi-national IT organizations which undertake 

enterprise level‟s software maintenance in global settings. Enterprise system software requires labor-

intensive maintenance and support work [22]. The organizational positions of the personnel were to 

be a project manager or a senior maintenance developer since those are the stakeholders who work in 

the front-end of maintenance activities and closely interact with other stakeholders. Thus, those 

people‟s experience can provide us with broader insights of the theme from different perspectives.  

5.1.2.2 Informed Consent 

Informed consent is an agreement intended to assure that the individuals give the consent to voluntary 

participation in research once they are informed of the activities involved and risks associated with 

them [112]. According to the suggested ethical codes by IEEE and ACM society, “Software 
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engineering shall, in their professional role, act only in ways consistent with the public safety, health, 

and welfare” [113]. So as to comply with it, we got the participants‟ consent after informing 

consequences of the research. In particular, the informed consent helped to appease participants‟ 

worries about their presence in the interview and made them feel secure and cooperative in the 

interview. The consent form was prepared and sent to participants in an electronic format. It 

mentioned their rights, anonymity and confidentiality in the interview. The full form is provided in 

Appendix 10.5.  

5.1.2.3 Interview Techniques 

The predefined interview techniques are what makes qualitative interview different than everyday 

conversation. By stating that “technique isn’t everything, but it is a lot”, Seidman provided the nitty-

gritty basics of valuable interview techniques for qualitative interview research [114]. The most 

importantly, an interviewer should listen more and talk less for gathering precise information [115] 

[75]. The follow-up questions should be asked for clarification or concrete details. Interviews were 

kept as an exploration of the subjects instead treating to probe them as an object. The interview guide 

must be used cautiously. Otherwise acting too adhesive to it can probably cause to impose the 

participants and the flow of the interview [111] [114]. All in all, the concentrated listening, self-hunch 

following and genuine interest on subject‟s story can yield on effective questioning [111] [110] [114]. 

 

Every interview was conducted by two interviewers who are the authors of this study. It is suggested 

to conduct interviews by a group of two people since it has several advantages such as more follow-up 

questions, increased understanding of the subjects, time saving and simultaneous efficient work [111]. 

The role of one interviewer was to lead the interview while another interviewer was responsible for 

taking notes and asking additional questions. The length of each interview was set to one hour, but not 

limited if an interviewee accepts and it is not finished asking the prepared questions.  

 

5.1.3 Interviewing  
 

In total five interviews were conducted between January and February 2011. One interview was 

conducted face-to-face while other interviews were conducted through the Internet using Skype. 

According to [110], interviewee should be provided with a briefing about the context of the interview 

before interview. We did this by a brief introduction of interviewees, purpose of the study, format of 

the questions to be asked and asking interviewee‟s permission to use tape recorder for recording. At 

the end of the interview, we debriefed each interviewee with possible outcome of the study and its 

potential benefits. Briefing interviewees at the start of interviews helped in building communication.  

5.1.3.1 Interviewee Background 

Interviewee background information is summarized in subsequent sections.  

 

Interviewee 1, Ericsson AB 

Ericsson is a large organization that provides telecommunication services and solutions worldwide. 

Ericsson is ISO 9001:2000 certified and has operations in more than 175 countries that indicates its 

experience with global software engineering. The interviewee from Ericsson works in Karlskrona, 

Sweden. 

 

Interviewee 1 has 10 years of experience of software development in global environment and 2 years 

of experience in software maintenance in UIQ and Ericsson. His team collaboratively maintained 

applications, as vendor, for messaging and email support in mobile phones. 

  

Interviewee 2, IBM 

International Business Machines Corporation (IBM) provides IT services and products worldwide. 

IBM Pakistan implements and supports SAP systems (Systems Applications and Products), works as 

an integrator, and is an implementation partner for Oracle, US. 
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Interviewee 2 has a working experience of 6 years out of which he has been working in IBM Pakistan 

for last four years. He is a certified ITIL professional and also a AML (Anti Money Laundering) 

certified specialist. He is involved in maintenance and support as supplier for the last four years.  

 

Interviewee 3, Alcatel Lucent 

Alcatel Lucent (ALU) is a large multinational organization with over 70 thousand employees 

throughout the world. It provides telecommunication products and services. ALU is an ISO 9001 and 

TL 9000 certified company that develops and maintains innovative applications, telecommunication 

and software products worldwide.  

 

Interviewee 3 from ALU works in Saint Petersburg, Russia and has been working as maintenance 

developer for almost 10 years. He is involved in maintenance and support, as a supplier, for 

telecommunication systems sold to customers in post-Soviet countries.  

 

Interviewee 4, Alcatel Lucent 

Interviewee 4 has been working with software engineering since 2001. He worked in Alcatel Lucent 

until 2010 and was involved in maintenance. He was working from Moscow, Russia to support 

maintenance of telecommunication systems sold in Scandinavian countries as a supplier. Besides 

software maintenance experience, he has worked as system analyst.  

 

Interviewee 5, Horizon Medical World 

Horizon Medical World (HMW) is relatively a small company as compared to other participant 

organizations. HMW develops, maintains and provides services to customers for many medical 

related products. HMW has operations in USA, Australia, Malaysia and Pakistan. The products and 

services include Electronic Medical Record (EMR), billing transcription and accounting management 

systems.  

 

Interviewee 5 has worked for 3 years in HMW and involved in maintenance and support for last 2 

years. He is maintaining a product Electronic Medical Record (EMR), which provides customers with 

different functions like scheduling, documenting and billing in health organizations. Interviewee 5 is 

involved in maintenance as a supplier. 

 

A summary of different stakeholders from each organization interviewed is presented in Table 5-1. 

The organization that has developed and sold the product to the customer is referred as vendor in this 

representation.  

 

Companies 
Maintenance Stakeholders Distribution Collaboration 

mode Vendor (R&D) Supplier Customer 

Ericsson AB 

Ericsson and UIQ 

Technology, 

Sweden 

(Interviewee 1) 

Ericsson in 

China, India, Poland, 

Russia and UK 

Mobile phone 

manufacturers, 

Scandinavian countries  

Offshore 

Insourcing 

IBM Oracle, US 

IBM in  

Pakistan and US 

(Interviewee 2) 

Banks and Financial 

organizations in 

Pakistan 

Offshore 

Outsourcing 

Alcatel-Lucent 

(ALU) 
ALU, Belgium 

ALU in Russia 

(Interviewee 3 & 4) 

Mobile operators in 

post-Soviet countries 

Offshore 

Insourcing 

Horizon Medical 

World (HMW) 
HMW, US 

HMW in 

Australia, Pakistan 

and US 

(Interviewee 5) 

Health organizations in 

Australia, Malaysia and 

US 

Offshore 

Insourcing 

Table 5-1 Summary of Organizations 
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Supplier is organization that is performing maintenance on behalf of vendor. Supplier can be another 

organization with some agreement with vendor or can be a division/team of vendor organization in 

same or different country. Customer is an organization that has bought the product from vendor and 

now needs maintenance on the product which is provided by the supplier. 

 

A graphical representation of stakeholders involved in maintenance is shown in Figure 5-1.  

Customer business

IT department

Maintenance 

Insourcing
Maintenance 

outsourcing

Stakeholders involved in 

maintenance

Supplier

(Another 

organization)

Supplier

(Same 

organization)

Third party 

supplier

Vendor

Customer

End user

 
Figure 5-1 Distribution of Maintenance Stakeholders 

 

5.1.4 Transcribing 
 

Transcribing interviews from speech to text is an interpretative process in itself [110]. The methods 

available for recoding interviews are audiotape recording, videotape recording, note taking and 

remembering. We used two methods to record interviews tape recording and taking notes. Tape 

recording was used for recording each bit of information as well as this also it helped us to focus on 

the responses of the interviewees during interviews. In addition, we took notes of important points and 

recording new questions/concepts during discussion in interviews. One author chaired interviews and 

other performed as inscriber. Inscriber took notes of important points and clarified new concepts from 

interviewees by asking additional questions.  

 

We transcribed immediately after the completion of each interview. Inputs used for this transcription 

were notes taken by inscriber and audiotape recording. We transcribed each interview individually 

and then consolidated the results into one comprehensive transcript. The purpose of transcribing 

individually was to reduce potential threats of conflicts in understanding of both authors. Each 

statement was listened from audiotape and read from notes to write each transcript. In case of 

ambiguous statements, authors discussed that statement and referred back to original question, notes 

and audiotape for clarification. Interview transcripts are presented in Appendix 9.5.  

 

For validating interview transcripts, we sent back final transcript to each interviewee for validating 

what was said and what was understood. We asked interviewees to go through the transcript and 
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provide their feedback. We also sent additional questions, if any, with final transcripts. Each interview 

transcribed by both authors were individually verified the correctness of transcripts as well.  

 

5.1.5 Analyzing and Validating 
 

Analysis is a stage of revealing the treasures of knowledge concealed in a chunk of murky interview 

texts. It involves continual processes of noticing interesting points, sorting them out and looking for 

patterns and relationships among them [116]. Different approaches can be used for analyzing 

interviews as suggested by [110]. These approaches are condensation, categorization, structuring 

through narratives, interpretation and ad-hoc meaning generation. These methods could be used to 

analyze interview transcripts however; a structured method/technique should be used. Different 

people could use these methods in different ways thus generating different results.  

 

The transcripts of the interviews, audiotape recording and taken notes are systematically analyzed 

through the qualitative data analysis method, Grounded Theory (GT) in which non-linear but iterative 

coding processes take place. In case of the ambiguity or uncertainty during coding process, we 

referred back to interview transcripts and performed re-coding. If there still exit weak or vague points, 

we contacted back to the participants and discussed the findings to verify them. The detail analysis is 

illustrated in Section 5.3.  

 

5.1.6 Reporting 
 

The report of qualitative interview research is the final product of long processes and becomes new 

knowledge contributing to development of the field [110]. A mapping of seven steps, we adopted, for 

interviews and their subsequent reporting pattern is discussed by Kvale in [110]. Thematizing phase is 

reported in Chapter 1. Processes of designing, interviewing, transcribing and analyzing are reported in 

previous sections. The transcript of each interview is attached in Appendix 9.5. The results of 

interviews are presented in Section 5.3. 

 

5.2 Data Analysis 
 

We used grounded theory for eliciting challenges and success factors for global software maintenance 

from industry practices using interviews. Data extracted from interviews was coded. These codes 

were then grouped into related concepts. Related concepts were finally grouped into categories. The 

process of grounded theorizing resulted in 79 codes for challenges and strategies in global software 

maintenance from interviews. These codes were grouped into 35 concepts and finally were 

categorized in 4 categories namely „People‟, „Product‟, „Process‟ and „Technology‟. An example of 

how we have used grounded theory is given below. 

 

Interview transcript 1: “some teams were very good in communication because English was their 

first language while others were not” 

 

Interview transcript 2: “I face difficulties in understanding what others are trying to say. This 

happens very frequently in email correspondence.”  

 

Both excerpts from two interview transcripts, mentioned above, are discussing challenges associated 

with communication. Interviewee 1 discussed a challenge in communication due to difference in 

language so we coded this as “language difference”. In second case, an interviewee discussed same 

challenge that is „language difference‟ but he also mentioned a mode in which it creates a problem 

that is „email‟. Therefore, we coded this as “ambiguities in email correspondence”. This code was 

then added to a more generalized code “written communication”. Then, these both codes were 

grouped into a concept “language difference”. Finally, this concept was added to “People” category.  
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The results are numerically shown in Table 5-2. 

 

Coding Stages Number of Codes 

Open coding 79 

Axial coding 35 

Selective coding 4 

Table 5-2 Results of Grounded Theory Coding (Interviews) 

 

The descriptive analysis of each code, concept and category is presented in the following section 5.3. 

 

5.3 Interview Results 
 

5.3.1 Challenges in Global Software Maintenance 

5.3.1.1 People Factors 

 

In this category, the challenges that are caused by human issues such as skill, talent and experiences 

are included. Each concept is described in this section and its associated challenges along with 

interviewee number are summarized in Table 5-3.  

 

Personal Attitude 

 

Challenges under this concept are related to the behavior and attitude of people involved in global 

software maintenance. It is considered that software maintenance is less innovative and more difficult. 

From the results of our interview we can say that this is not the case. We conducted five interviews 

out of which only one interviewee responded that the value of maintenance is neglected and only new 

or less experienced employees are allocated to maintenance. The difference in opinions of 

maintenance experts from different regions suggests the difference of perception about maintenance 

in culturally and geographically different locations. Documenting maintenance work and changes 

being made to the system is an important aspect. This helps in easily understandable code and may 

decrease maintenance time, as it is easier to understand and find affected code. 

 

When working in distributed environment the most important aspect of an effective team is to have 

good communication in team and with distributed teams. This is vivid from the results of interview 

that when maintenance is done in distributed environment teams do not communicate frequently and 

this affects the productivity of personnel involved in maintenance.  

 

Conflicting Interests 

 

Maintenance is done by either vendor or by supplier. However, maintenance is done for customers 

and every change request is originated from customer. Involvement of customer plays an important 

role in maintenance. For example, two customers are using a product and now they want some 

changes in that product. These changes are different according to their own requirements, in such 

conditions there are interest conflicts. These conflicts are challenge for supplier.  

 

Sometimes customers are used to with existing versions of the system and they show resistance for 

necessary changes in the system. These changes may be triggered due to some changes in technology 

or in business processes. Different customers have different expectations from the system and this is 

also a challenge for maintainers to fulfill each customer‟s requirements. 
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Customer needs are frequently changing and transient change requests continuously flow in from 

customers. This is a challenge for maintainers for cope with constantly changing requirements of 

customers. 

 

Cultural Differences 

 

Stakeholders involved in global software maintenance are from different cultures as well as different 

organizations are involved in maintenance. Potential problems related to global software engineering 

are attached with these differences. Cultural and organizational difference plays a major role in 

success or failure of global software maintenance. Another challenge, which is brought in because of 

organizational and cultural difference, is involvement of stakeholders with different way of doing and 

understanding things.  

 

Interpersonal Skill 

 

Good communication and interpersonal skills play an important role in effective communication. The 

need for these skills is much higher when teams are working in distributed environment. A lack of 

communication skill is a challenge for global maintenance teams. Emails are mostly used in 

communication in teams and with different teams. Due to the lack of communication skills, 

misunderstandings and ambiguities in communication happen frequently between distributed teams.  

  

Lack of Trust 

 

It is evident from literature that trust is the most important factor in deciding success or failure when 

working in globally distributed environment. Software maintenance demands intensive interaction 

between customer and supplier, quick response and short turn-around time for operations. Trusted 

relationship between different stakeholders eases many barriers on maintenance work. This 

interaction is between customers, suppliers and vendors. A lack of trust between these stakeholders is 

a prominent challenge that globally distributed maintenance team face due to lack of interaction with 

different stakeholders involved.  

 

Language Difference 

 

Stakeholders involved in global software maintenance are usually spread across national boundaries 

and have different first languages. With this distribution, there is a need for a common language for 

communication of tasks, responsibilities and progress. English is a prevalently used communication 

language in an international environment. This in itself is a challenge but it increases when teams 

have insufficient proficiency in English language. The resulting challenges may lead to difficulty in 

understanding between team members.  

 

Turnover 

 

The perception about maintenance and support work is different in different cultures. For cultures 

where maintenance is considered as difficult and less innovative work, it is difficult to hire and/or 

retain resources for maintenance tasks. People join and leave team frequently. This movement of 

resources joining and leaving the team has severe impact on maintenance team‟s performance. It 

requires a lot of effort in forming a real team that performs above norm. This is difficult to achieve 

when team members frequently leave and new members join the team. Additionally, new members 

also require trainings, which is an overhead for the organizations.  

 

Staffing 

 

This challenge is also a product of degraded perception of maintenance. It is difficult to get quality 

results when inexperienced or less experienced personnel are assigned with maintenance tasks.  
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Technical Skills 

 

When tasks are assigned to maintainers who possess poor or no prior experience, there is a challenge 

that completed tasks are not of enough quality. Maintainers need to have a certain level of technical 

skills as well as domain skills. These skills are required to satisfactorily complete the tasks assigned to 

maintainers. A product of „high turnover‟ challenge is that new maintainers need to have some sort of 

training in order to be effective.  

 

A summary of all „people‟ factors derived from interviews is tabulated in Table 5-3. 

 

Challenge Categories Challenges Interviewee ID 

Personal Attitude 

Unwillingness to communication 1, 2, 4, 5 

Neglecting value of maintenance 1 

Neglecting value of documentation 1 

Conflicting Interests 

Customer interest conflict handling 1, 3, 4, 5 

Customer's resistance to updates 2 

Disputes with different stakeholders 2 

Transient change requests  5 

Cultural Difference 
Different way of thinking and understanding 1, 2, 3, 5 

Organizational difference 3 

Interpersonal Skill 
Misunderstandings and ambiguities in communication 2, 3 

Lack of communication skills 3 

Lack of Trust Lack of interaction between stakeholders 1, 2, 4 

Language Difference 
Lack of English language knowledge  1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

Difficulty in understanding exact context of emails 2, 3, 5 

Member Turnover 
High member turnover due to degraded perception of maintenance 1 

Untrained new members 3 

Staffing Inexperienced or new members assigned as a maintainer 1 

Technical Skills 
Less qualified work done 1 

Lack of domain knowledge 2 

Table 5-3 Challenges from Interviews in 'People' factor 

 

5.3.1.2 Process Factors 

Challenges caused by processes used in global software maintenance are presented in this section. 

Each concept and its associated challenges along with interviewee number are summarized in Table 

5-4. 

 

Change Management 

 

When a change request unclearly articulates the exact need, even more effort from the distributed 

supplier side is required to understand the requirement and it can lead to unsatisfactory modification, 

moreover it may hamper trust between distributed team.  

 

When there is a change request, its impact on the product should be analyzed in terms of risks 

associated with that change. A poor analysis of the impact by a change may lead to loss of credibility 

of maintainers.  
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A change request articulated from customer represents change in customer needs. A frequent change 

in customer needs is also a challenge that creates overhead in maintaining the integrity of product as 

well as the management of these change requests.  

 

Knowledge Management 

 

Knowledge management is a key process for creating, representing and sharing skills and experiences 

among individuals. With involvement of large number of stakeholders, customer‟s concern about the 

security of their information increases. Customers, sometimes, are unwilling to share this knowledge 

with all stakeholders.  

 

Communication Management 

 

Face-to-face meeting is one of the most effective communication ways. However, this rarely happens 

in globally distributed environment due to geographical distance. Face-to-face meetings are also quite 

effective for increasing trust among team members. Communication flow between different teams is 

also affected due to less face-to-face interaction. 

 

Over Working Time 

 

Applications, which are critical to business, need immediate attention in case of faults. In case of such 

failures, the need for resources to support and perform maintenance increases. This emergency 

requires maintenance team to work for extra hours.  

 

Risk Management 

 

Risk assessment should be done for every incoming change request that which effects will this change 

have on the system. Poor analysis of these change requests may hinder consistency and integrity of 

the product.  

 

The geographical distribution necessitates the management of unpredictable circumstances and 

interactions during maintenance process. This involves assessing possible disputes with stakeholders 

involved in maintenance. Assessing risks in such cases becomes more important when many 

stakeholders are involved from distributed environment.  

 

Verification and Validation 

 

Verification and validation is a key process of making sure that a system is behaving as it is expected. 

When maintenance is done on a part of the system, this change may have some effects on other parts 

of the system as well. These effects become visible while integrating changed part of the system with 

rest of the system. Integration problems may increase the completion time for maintenance activities. 

Another process challenge in verification and validation is insufficient testing of the system after 

changes in the system.  

 

A lot of effort is required in comprehensive test of the system, changed part and their integration. 

Additionally, changes also require code inspections to verify code consistency and correctness.  

 

A summary of all „process‟ factors derived from interviews is tabulated in Table 5-4. 

 

Challenge Categories Description Interviewee ID 

Change Request 

Handling 

Poor impact analysis of CR 1 

Large number of CR 1, 3 

Volatile CR 2, 3, 5 
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Knowledge Management 
Less knowledge sharing due to concern for information 

security 
2, 5 

Communication 

Management 
Less face to face interaction with distributed members 2, 4 

Over Working Time Prolonged working hours due to emergency maintenance 1, 2, 3 

Risk Management Lack of risk assessment 3, 4, 5 

Verification and 

Validation 

Integration problems 2 

Infrequent testing before deploying patches 4 

Much effort due to double test and inspection work 1 

Table 5-4 Challenges from Interviews in 'Process' factor 

 

5.3.1.3 Product Factors 

 

In this category, we included the challenges and difficulties caused by the nature of software product 

being maintained. The temporal and geographical distance factors are also included since those 

factors characterize the software under maintenance. Each concept and their associated challenges 

along with interviewee number are summarized in Table 5-5. 

 

Geographical Distance 

 

In collocated maintenance team, members can communicate informally and frequently, and a manager 

can easily monitor the progress of work. However, when it comes to a distributed environment, those 

possibilities are reduced and the geographical distance creates an overhead on team communication. 

Collaboration of work between teams becomes a challenge due to geographical distance. With 

national boundaries in between different teams, face-to-face meetings also become a challenge for 

global software maintenance teams.  

 

Temporal Distance 

 

Time zone difference also known as temporal difference is a challenge for distributed teams. This 

difference is due to the geographical distance between teams and affects communication severely. 

Having a temporal difference results in limited time-window for a distributed team to collaborate and 

brings a delay in responses. In case of emergency maintenance, the time-to repair system failures may 

be increased due to the unavailability of support team at unexpected time. Less interaction is also a 

resulting challenge in communication due to temporal difference. 

 

Third-Party Independency 

 

With advancements in COTS components industry, more and more organizations are using these 

components in their product. Organizations use these components to save development time and 

resources. Maintenance of a product, which contains COTS components, is more difficult. The 

difficulties associated with using these components can be the involvement of other stakeholders in 

maintenance process (developers, testers, maintainers and management associated with COTS 

components). Customers, on the other hand, may not want to include other parties in this process, as 

they may have to share some business or product information with third party vendors. When third 

party vendor changes a component, baseline product needs to be changed/updated as well. This is also 

a challenge that arises due to the dependency by third party components.  

 

A summary of all „product‟ factors derived from interviews is tabulated in Table 5-5. 
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Challenge 

Categories 
Challenges Interviewee ID 

Geographical 

Distance 

Difficulties in collaborating work 1 

Overheads in communication 3 

Temporal Distance 

Limited time window 1, 5 

Unavailability of personnel in case of emergency 3 

Delay in response 3 

Third-Party 

Independency 

Vulnerability of business confidential information disclosure 1 

Changes in third party components 2, 3, 4 

Table 5-5 Challenges from Interviews in 'Product' factor 

5.3.1.4 Technology Factors 

 

In this category, we included the challenges triggered by misuse or poor supporting technologies in 

maintenance activities. Each concept and their associated challenges along with interviewee number 

are summarized in Table 5-6. 

 

Poor Hardware Support 

 

Sometimes software failure is caused by a hardware fault. For example, one of the interviewee told 

that once a hard drive crashed, complete application went down because system was unable to access 

database on that drive. Procurement of hardware equipment can also be sometimes difficult and a time 

consuming process.  

 

Challenge 

Categories 
Challenges Interviewee ID 

Poor Hardware 

Support 
Software failures due to inadequate/faulty hardware 4 

Table 5-6 Challenges from Interviews in 'People' factor 

 

5.3.2 Mitigation Strategies 
 

The identified mitigation strategies from SLR are illustrated in following subsections. A map of those 

strategies addressing to the challenges are discussed in Chapter 6.3. 

5.3.2.1 People Factors 

 

In this category, we included the strategies associated with people challenges. Each concept is 

described in this section and their associated strategies along with interviewee number are 

summarized in Table 5-7. 

 

Customer Involvement 

 

One strategy to overcome poor impact analysis of change request (CR) and overcoming conflicts 

between stakeholders in later phases is to involve as many as stakeholders in maintenance process. 

Involving experienced developers in the analysis of CR may improve overall effectiveness of this 

process. It is easier for experienced developers to evaluate and estimate the impacts of CR. Especially 

customers should be involved in this process so that they should be aware of efforts required due to 

the change requests. Feedback from customers during this process may also help a maintenance team 

in better elicitation of customer needs. 
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Social Enrichment 

 

Globally distributed maintenance team is separated by national boundaries that in turn uphold fewer 

opportunities of face-to-face meetings. This results in lack of communication and trust in the 

distributed team. This challenge could be reduced by socially enriching the distributed team.  

Communicating with remote team members on day-to-day basis overcomes the challenge of 

infrequent communication. Another strategy is to build good relationships with all stakeholders 

involved in maintenance process by informal communication and gatherings outside of work. This 

may reduce social distance between distributed members and help team members to be proactive 

while communicating with other members.  

 

A summary of all people factors derived from interviews is tabulated in Table 5-7. 

 
Strategy 

Categories 
Strategies Interviewee ID 

Customer 

Involvement 
Involve as many as stakeholders specially customers 1 

Social 

Enrichment 

Communication on day to day basis 2 

Improved social activities outside of work 2, 3, 4, 5 

Proactive in communicating with colleagues 2, 4, 5 

Table 5-7 Strategies from Interviews in 'People' factor 

 

5.3.2.2 Process Factors 

 

In this category, we included the strategies used for mitigating process challenges. Each concept is 

described in this section and its associated strategies along with interviewee number are summarized 

in Table 5-8. 

 

Communication Management 

 

Interviewees suggested different processes for overcoming challenges associated with 

communication. Managers should direct maintainers to have chatting sessions with distributed 

colleagues in their daily routine to overcome communication barriers. There should be a single point 

of contact (person) in each location who is responsible for communicating with isolated members. 

This is a good strategy for overcoming misunderstandings and casual communication. However, this 

may not be a good for whole team as all members would not be able to communicate and may create 

trust issues.  

 

Different other processes could also be adopted to overcome communication challenge for example, 

telephonic conversation in case of ambiguities in email communication. Each teleconference as well 

as videoconference should be supported by the minutes of the conference for better understandability. 

Weekly and monthly conferences should be held for effective collaboration of work and overcoming 

communication barriers. Integration and analysis are considered most important phases in which 

distributed members need face-to-face communication, so it was suggested by an interviewee to have 

face-to-face meetings in these phases.  

 

Another strategy to increase communication, collaboration and trust among different stakeholders is 

the presence of team member(s) on the site of maintenance with customer. The presence of a team 

member on-site helps customers and distributed teams to easily communicate by making that team 

member a point of contact. This strategy should be a standard process in dealing with communication 

problems in global software maintenance.  
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Knowledge Management 

 

For making knowledge management processes effective in maintenance team, knowledge sharing 

should be appreciated between different stakeholders. For example, when one team completes a 

successful maintenance task, they should share their experiences and knowledge with other members 

and their customers. This can be done by sharing information over intranet where each stakeholder 

can easily access this information.  

 

Due to degraded perception of maintenance, member‟s turnover may be higher. New team members 

need to have enough technical as well as communication skills to be effective maintainers. This could 

be done by adopting a process of training every new employee for relevant skills so that they could 

perform tasks effectively.  

 

For overcoming cultural and language differences, team members should be trained about different 

cultures. These trainings could be in form of interesting presentations during occasional gatherings. 

 

Change Management 

 

A defined process should be set for sending change requests. It is about restricting customers for 

sending informal CR. Change requests should be stored so that different results could be inferred from 

the trends on incoming change requests. 

 

Risk Management 

 

Managers for assessing changes in product should do a comprehensive risk assessment. This risk 

assessment should be done in terms of evaluating the effect of those changes on overall product. All 

change requests should also be analyzed in terms of their potential impact on the product. Risk 

management process should include whole team in risk assessment as it would lead to enhanced 

coverage of potential risks due to the large number of personnel involved with diversified knowledge. 

Any employee who is going to leave a project should serve a notice early before leaving the job so 

that a manager should prepare staff for the replacement. 

 

Quality Management 

 

Suggested processes that need to be standardized for every maintenance operation include having a 

highly maintainable and reliable design from the start of the project. A product that is designed in 

modules with less coupling and high cohesion is easier to maintain. Adequate testing should be done 

in testing environment to ensure that patch is operational according to user requirements.  

 

Task Management 

 

For increasing communication and trust in a distributed team, tasks should be assigned based on 

team‟s specialization. For example, to create different teams within team based on maintainers 

expertise like user interface, platform, business processes and database. Then depending on the nature 

of change request, it should be assigned to respective maintainers.  

 

Different standards should be adopted for carrying out different tasks in distributed maintenance for 

example, task distribution based on the guidelines from different standards like ITIL and COBIT. 

Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) is a comprehensive and publicly available 

standard that discusses best practices in information and technology service management [117]. 

Control Objectives for Information and related Technology (COBIT) is also framework for assisting 

managers and information technology users for Information Technology management [118].  

 

The strategy to overcome the challenge of customer interest conflict is to assign resources for specific 

version of the system for particular customers. For example, customer A and customer B are using a 
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system and they want perfective maintenance on the system by adding a new feature. New feature, 

asked by customer A, is in direct conflict with customer B demand. In such cases, it is good strategy 

for suppliers to provide customized version of the system to each customer and then assign dedicated 

resources to each customized versions.  

 

Verification and Validation 

 

A clear process of verification and validation should be defined for testing changes made to the 

system. Experienced developers should inspect source code after changes are done. This will help in 

making sure that changes made are consistent with product and will decrease the risk of rework.  

Modified product should be rigorously tested and customer acceptance testing should be performed in 

testing phase for avoiding further rework. If a patch is to be sent to customers, it should be fully tested 

as well. In addition, developers should work together in analyzing the effect of major changes as well 

as testing.  

 

A summary of all „process‟ factors derived from interviews is tabulated in Table 5-8. 

 
Strategy 

Categories  
Strategies Interviewee ID 

Communication 

Management 

Telephonic conversation to support emails 2, 3 

Meeting minutes to support conferencing 2 

Single point of communication in teams 2 

Priority based communication methods  3 

Constant communication 5 

Communication of procedures and processes to stakeholders 3 

Use of different kinds of communication methods for example 

having chatting sessions with distributed teams 
1, 4 

Good informal interaction with distributed teams 3, 4, 5 

High level support team to contact third party vendors 3 

Weekly and monthly conferences for collaboration 2 

Face to face meetings specially in requirements specification 

and integration 
4 

Presence of onsite representative 1, 4 

Knowledge 

Management 

Sharing intellectual capital on intranet with stakeholders 2 

Technical and cultural trainings to new members of the team 2, 3, 4, 5 

Socio-cultural trainings 2 

Trainings during occasional gatherings 2 

Change 

Management 

Defined processes for sending a change request 5 

Analyzing change requests on regular basis 2, 3 

Risk Management 

Involve as many as stakeholders specially experienced 

developers 
1, 4 

Serving notice prior to leaving job 5 

Quality 

Management 
Focus on higher maintainable design from early on 4 

Task Management 

Task distribution based on team specialization 1, 2, 5 

Task distribution based on ITIL and COBIT standards 2 

Personnel assigned to specific versions of the product 1, 5 

Verification and 

Validation 

Peer review on code inspection 1 

Rigorous testing of patches 2, 3, 4, 5 
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Use of customer acceptance testing 2 

Double-check on testing and inspection by different members 1 

Developers and testers working together 1 

Table 5-8 Strategies from Interviews in 'Process' factor 

 

5.3.2.3 Product Factors 

 

In this category, we included the strategies used for mitigating product challenges. Each concept is 

described in this section and its associated strategies along with interviewee number are summarized 

in Table 5-9. 

 

Documentation 

 

Customer‟s business information is vulnerable with the involvement of third party vendors in 

distributed maintenance. Due to this, customers may not want to share some confidential information 

with other parties. This may also affect suppliers, as they may not get complete information from 

customers. This should be avoided by signing a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) with customers, in 

which supplier should make customers realize that their information will not be misused or disclosed 

to other parties.  

 

Product should be comprehensively documented before delivery. Now, with every change in that 

product the documentation should also be updated. This is important, as it will help maintainers to 

quickly locate previous changes and their effects on the product. The documentation should also 

include changes in third party components. 

 

For dealing with changing customer needs and frequent change requests, it is good to have service 

level agreements outlining different levels of services to be provided by maintainers. Different 

processes involved in maintenance from change request initiation to its completion should be 

documented. Every change on the system should also be updated in product documentation and their 

effects as well as related documents.  

 

Maintenance processes, product documentation as well as guidelines for maintenance should be 

documented and used for effective maintenance.  

 

A summary of all „product‟ factors derived from interviews is tabulated in Table 5-9. 

 
Strategy 

Categories 
Strategies Interviewee ID 

Documentation 

Contractually agreeing on NDA 1, 2, 5 

Up to date documentation about in third party components used 2, 4 

Documentation of any changes design and coding 3, 5 

Clear document of SLA 2 

Documentation of maintenance processes as a manual and 

guidelines 
2, 3, 4 

Table 5-9 Strategies from Interviews in 'Product' factor 

5.3.2.4 Technology Factors 

 

In this category, we included the strategies associated with technology challenges. Each concept is 

described in this section and their associated strategies along with interviewee number are 

summarized in Table 5-10. 
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Automation 

 

The changes to the system may have regression effects on other part of the system. This is done by 

testing system in testing environment. This testing is usually done manually. However, it is good to 

test the system using automated testing tools. Automated testing is an effective method as it 

comprehensively tests the system and saves a lot of manual work.  

 

Communication Tools 

 

Use of technology is suggested for overcoming communication issues. For example, using 

videoconferencing for effective and rich communication, and teleconferencing for meetings and 

reviews. Having adequate hardware resources is also a strategy to uplift communication.  

 

Collaboration Tools 

 

Different collaboration tools should be used for collaborating tasks with distributed stakeholders. 

Collaboration tools help individual members to work together in a coordinated fashion even when 

they are distributed across national boundaries. For example, a spreadsheet can be shared online with 

different stakeholders that contain different change requests lodged, estimated time of completion and 

resources assigned etc. Use of different tools to collaborate team progress and work is also suggested. 

 

A summary of all „technology‟ factors derived from interviews is tabulated in Table 5-10. 

 
Strategy 

Category 
Strategies Interviewee ID 

Automation Mix of manual and automated testing  1 

Communication 

Tools 

Adequate hardware resources for effective communication 2 

Use of video and teleconferencing 2, 3 

Collaboration 

Tools 
Use of collaboration tools with stakeholders  1, 2 

Table 5-10 Strategies from Interviews in 'Technology' factor 
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6 DISCUSSION 

6.1 Comparative Analysis 
 

Qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) differs than quantitative comparative analyses in that QCA 

compares entities through human analytical insights rather than using computer assisted application 

[90]. QCA was conducted in study phase III.  

 

We performed the comparison on the lowest level of theoretical codes which is the closest to raw 

data. In other words, open codes drawn from literature and interview data were compared 

correspondingly because it saturated the comparison process with clearer and more precise 

meaningful entities.  

 

Totally, we had 134 units (open codes) from literature and 79 units (open codes) from interview 

analysis for comparison. Here these numbers included both challenges and strategies. In Table 6-1, 

the column “Common Units” shows the number of common challenges and strategies between 

literature and interview results while the column “Distinct Units” indicates the number of challenges 

and strategies which were present in literature, but not in interview, and vice versa.  

 

 Total Units Common Units Distinct Units 

Literature  134 50 84 

Interview 79 50 29 

Table 6-1 Results of Grounded Theory Coding (SLR and Interviews) 

 

A comparison of challenges found from systematic literature review and interviews is presented in 

Figure 6-1. Ninety (90) challenges were found from SLR and interviews combined, out of which 28 

challenges were identified both in literature and interviews. The number of distinct challenges 

identified from literature is much more than identified by interviews. 9 new challenges were 

discovered from interviews. For example, most of interviewees reported that staff‟s unwillingness to 

communicate with colleagues at remote sites happens and knowledge sharing is slow due to concern 

for information security, which were not mentioned in literature.  

 

 
 

Figure 6-1 Challenges from SLR and Interviews 

    9 53 28 

Literature challenges 

Interview challenges 
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Similarly, we compared strategies from literature and industry. We found a total of 73 strategies out 

of which 22 strategies were mentioned in both interviews and literature. 20 new strategies were 

revealed from interview results. For example, „regular analysis on customer change requests‟, „one 

point-contact‟, „peer review on changed code‟, „making specific task-special team‟ were new 

strategies found from interviews. 

 

 

 
Figure 6-2 Strategies from SLR and Interviews 

 

 

The total number of challenges and strategies found from SLR and interviews is a combination of four 

categories namely People, Process, Product and Technology (3PT). The distribution of challenges and 

strategies from SLR and interviews over 3PT is presented in Figure 6-3.  

 

 
Figure 6-3 Distribution of Challenges and Strategies over 3PT 

 

From Figure 6-3, it is seen that most of the challenges and subsequent mitigation strategies were 

related to „People‟ and „Process‟. 
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6.2 Dispersion in 3PT View 
 

Through the comparative analysis, challenges and strategies from literature and interview are merged.  

 

The challenges‟ dispersion in 3PT is shown below in Figure 6-4. Larger portions of the challenges are 

from Process and People categories. Software maintenance activities consist of different kinds of 

complex processes and distributed environment makes generic maintenance process more complex 

due to distances and diversities. Also, People are fundamental elements involved in the maintenance 

process and staffs with different background and culture complicates the way people interact and 

perform.  

 

On the other hand, the least portion is from Technology category. It is due to the fact that recent surge 

of the software and hardware technology, especially in telecommunication has yielded more advanced 

tools with higher availability and low cost which satisfies the team work collaboration in physically 

distributed locations [119]. Thus, it can be concluded that there are fewer challenges related to 

technology factors.  

 
Figure 6-4 Distribution of Challenges over 3PT 

 

 

For strategies dispersion in 3PT (See Figure 6-5), there is not much significant difference than 

challenges dispersion, except for decreased portion in People category. It implies improvement on 

maintenance process is utmost important step in distributed maintenance.  

 

 
Figure 6-5 Distribution of Strategies over 3PT 
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6.3 Map of Challenges and Strategies 
 

Mapping between challenges and strategies are mostly made on basis of what is mentioned in the 

sources. However, for some obvious cases we assigned mitigation strategies to corresponding 

challenges based on our insights. From the result of the map, some interesting findings are discerned 

as below.  

 

In Table 6-2, a map between challenges and mitigation strategies are shown such that column one is 

for challenge name, column two and three are mitigation strategies‟ ID and the total number of the 

assigned strategies, respectively. The challenges with greater number of mitigation strategies are 

located in a higher rank. For example, a challenge „Limited understanding between isolated members’ 

can be mitigated by five different strategies which is the highest in the map. A full list of the map and 

all strategies‟ ID are provided in Appendix 9.6 and 9.7.  

 

From the map, we would like to emphasize that this order indicates the severity of the challenges 

witnessed in global software maintenance in sense that those challenges are more often discussed in 

state of art and practice. Similarly, the order shows the higher degree of mitigability of the challenges, 

in other words those challenges have higher possibility to be mitigated by diverse strategies.  

 

Challenges in Global Software Maintenance  Mitigation Strategy ID Total 

Limited understanding between isolated members 3, 4, 5, 10, 19 5 

Inconsistent metrics between organizations 36, 37, 39, 65 4 

Lack of knowledge sharing 12,30, 31, 33 4 

Less qualified work done 45, 47, 56, 58 4 

Lack of English language knowledge 20, 21, 34 3 

Large size of the software 67, 68, 69 3 

Excessive number of members in one team 22, 24, 45 3 

Lack of domain knowledge 30, 32, 33 3 

Distributed location of stakeholders 25, 26, 73 3 

Much effort due to double test and inspection work 60, 67, 70 3 

Unavailability of domain expert  8, 9, 30 3 

…   

Table 6-2 Challenges and Mitigation Strategies 

 

Curiously enough, we didn‟t find any particular mitigation strategies for some challenges which are 

shown in Table 6-3. Here, rather than saying they are least severe, we infer that those challenges have 

the lowest possibility of mitigation. For instance, extra cost of traveling is an unavoidable expenditure 

for a distributed team to keep live communication and better mutual understanding. In addition, a 

number of, complex and transient change requests are revealed troublesome, but inescapable as a 

customer demands.  

 

Challenges in Global Software Maintenance  Mitigation Strategies Total 

Extra cost of traveling for face-to-face meeting - 0 

A number of change requests - 0 

Complex change requests - 0 

Transient change requests - 0 

Degraded perception about maintenance - 0 

Customer's resistance to updates in product - 0 

Disclosure of data security during data transferring - 0 

Table 6-3 Challenges with no Strategy found 

 

Of total 44 selected articles, 37 articles were empirical studies (primary source) and 7 articles were 

literature reviews (secondary source). Thus, in references of those 7 secondary studies there could be 
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duplicates or they might discuss the results from 44 primary studies. Those matters can lead to count 

one risk several times. To this point, we checked the references of 7 articles and no such duplicate 

was detected. We found that those 7 articles principally discussed distributed software development, 

but not directly about distributed maintenance. This is why no reference duplicates found.  

 

Table 6-4 shows a list of mitigation strategies which can relieve higher number of challenges (for the 

complete list, refer to Appendix 9.7). In global software maintenance, a maintenance team consists of 

personnel with different background from different organizations which bring about inconsistency and 

misunderstanding. Thus, focusing on process standardization is found to be utmost important. Also it 

is seen that greater knowledge exchange with help of collaborative platform and tools is highly 

effective to overcome diverse challenges.  

 

Mitigation Strategies 
No. of Challenges 

mapped 

Focusing on standardization  5 

Wiki based collaborative platform for managing and sharing domain knowledge 5 

Formal training or informal knowledge exchange activities 5 

Highly motivated team members by good leadership 4 

Regular on-site visit 4 

Trainings during occasional gatherings 4 

Automatizing manual routine tasks 4 

Cross-cultural training during onsite visit 3 

…  

Table 6-4 Strategies Mitigating Higher Number of Challenges 

 

It was observed that there was a cause-and-effect relationship between different challenges. In other 

words, one challenge became a source of another challenge which was for further more ones. For 

example, software maintainer‟s neglecting value of documentation was leading to a situation where 

there is a lack of evidence of change in software design and source code. The situation causes other 

personnel likely miss to consider the undocumented change in impact analysis of subsequent changes. 

 
Figure 6-6 Relation Between 3PT 
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further misunderstanding and more conflict. For strategies, similar phenomena were noticed. To 

explore such interrelations of different challenges and strategies can be worth studying to understand 

major sources of maintenance challenges and strategies in depth. However, this aspect is out of scope 

of this study.  

6.4 Validity Threats 
 

Several threats to internal and external validity of the study findings are identified and avoidance 

treatments are discussed accordingly.  

 

6.4.1 Internal Validity Threats 
 

Internal validity is to ensure that data collected for the study enables to draw valid conclusions [76].  

 

Selection of Primary Studies 

 

The aim of the systematic literature review is to find as many empirical studies as possible, which are 

relevant to the context of the target topic. Thus, major eight scientific publication libraries were 

queried and a large number of studies were retrieved. Formulation and tuning search strings were 

made with help of librarians of Blekinge Institute of Technology. Through two staged review criteria 

that are basic and detailed exclusion/inclusion criteria were applied on initial retrieval of articles and 

44 articles were selected in final review out of total 9050 articles.  

 

We did not include grey literature of this area in systematic literature review. Exclusion of grey 

literature may lead us to miss some interesting findings.  

 

Data Extraction Process 

 

To avoid potential threat of researcher bias and consequently selecting irrelevant data, we used data 

extraction form. Both authors based on their mutual consensus developed data extraction form. We 

used this data extraction form during piloting systematic literature review. The results of both authors 

were verified in terms of consistency and changes were made to data extraction form for consistency. 

Finally, updated data extraction form was used to extract data from selected primary studies in order 

to overcome this threat. 

 

Missing Challenges and Mitigation Strategies from SLR 

 

The threat of missing challenges and success factors from SLR can be due to missing some primary 

studies. This may happen because global software engineering terminology is used interchangeably. 

For example, „development‟ in global software development concept may refer to the „development 

phase‟ of software development life cycle or it may be used for referring to whole life cycle. Words 

like „global‟ and „distributed‟ are used interchangeably. There is no clear boundary in „outsource‟, 

„offshore‟, „near shore‟ and „far shore‟. To overcome this threat, careful consideration was given 

while drafting search strings. Authors individually drafted search strings and then evaluated each 

other‟s strings results. After reconciliation, mutually agreed search strings were used for systematic 

literature review. 

 

Analysis of Overlapped Concepts in Challenges and Strategies 

 

Some challenges and strategies can fall into more than one concept or categories. For example, 

“neglecting value of documentation” challenge can be placed under either „people‟ or „process‟ 

categories. It can be due to the attitude of people that they neglect the use of documentation or it may 

be due to inappropriate processes. For mitigating such threats, authors referred back to primary study 

or interview transcript in order to understand the context in which it has been mentioned. 
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Use of Grounded Theory in Analyzing SLR data 

 

Grounded theory was originally created for social sciences where human are the main subject of the 

study and mostly researchers use grounded theory for interviews [83]. However, these authors do not 

explicitly say about application in literature reviews. In this study, we used grounded theory not only 

interview data, but also on analysis of SLR data. It is due to clear and systematic analysis steps of 

grounded theory which triggered us and suited to use analysis of SLR data. According to a claim by 

Hutchinson [120], conducting literature review prior to grounded theory helps researchers to identify 

existing gaps in knowledge. It also motivated us to analyze literature review result with grounded 

theory.  

 

We followed Strauss‟s variant of GT which involves three levels of coding on data since it provides 

with clearly structured procedures [86] which are more understandable whereas Glaser paradigm is 

less structured and more theoretically sensitive [87]. However, Strauss‟s divergence of GT bears a 

threat of force by adhering fixed coding procedures which can limit emergence of theory [121]. We 

mitigated this threat by validating whether codes are closer to raw data in every code procedure.  

 

Interviewee Selection 

 

Some of participants in the interview were colleagues of the authors who were working together in 

enterprise software maintenance projects. Thus, it was easier to access and get consent from them 

because of close contact. However, as Seidman warned [114], the easier the access to participants in 

interview, the more complicated the interview. Thus, it might have an influence on the way of the 

interviewee discussion and feedback provided by them.  

 

Misunderstanding Information Extracted During Interview 

 

The risk of misunderstanding of the information discussed during interview was mitigated by 

transcribing each interview. Each transcript of interview was sent back to respective interviewee for 

validation. Moreover, each interview was recorded for avoiding loss of information.  

 

Limited Information due to Company Privacy 

 

The right of disclosing organizational processes and knowledge associated with every day business 

processes lie with organization. It may be a company policy for not to disclose information what we 

seek during interview. For overcoming this risk, we assured interviewees of their anonymity as well 

as the information they provided us would only be used for this study.  

 

Potential Benefits for Interviewees 

 

Interviewees are less likely to participate if they think that the study is not beneficial [77] [110]. To 

overcome this risk, we initially informed interviewees about the objectives and possible outcome of 

the study in sufficient detail.  
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6.4.2 External Validity Threats  
 

External validity is the generalizability of the study results outside the focused environment of study 

[76]. Some aspects can possibly threaten to the validity of this study findings when generalizing our 

study result to other domains. 

 

Validity of Interview Population 

 

We conducted interviews with people from different geographical locations that are Asia, Europe and 

America. The idea was to gather feedback from industrial practitioners with different backgrounds, 

cultures and organizational structures. This can support the generalization of the results. However, 

due to time limitations, we conducted five interviews from four different organizations. It may not be 

big enough population for the higher degree of generalization.  

 

Interviewees’ Roles and Responsibilities 

 

Stakeholders involved in maintenance are discussed earlier in this report. Interviews were conducted 

with software vendors and maintenance service suppliers. The difference in roles, responsibilities, 

organizational culture and nature of contract may pose a threat on the feedback from interviewees. 

Authors reviewed each interview transcript and very few conflicting statements were noticed. For 

example, Interviewee 1 said that maintenance is not so interesting and innovative. On the other hand, 

interviewee 2, 3 and 4 said that it is not the case. We examined such conflicts and concluded that 

cultural differences may be the reason behind these. Therefore, we decided to add these statements in 

our analysis.  

 

Another potential threat can be the fact that we interviewed from either software vendors or suppliers, 

but did not included customer maintenance personnel who are involved on behalf of customer 

organization. Since maintenance personnel from customer organizations are involved hugely in 

preventive maintenance tasks, they are one of major stakeholders in software maintenance activities. 

Thus, the inclusion of the customer maintenance staff would have helped us reflect broader insights 

on this study.  
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7 EPILOGUE 

7.1 Conclusion 
 

In this study, we studied an area of global software maintenance from both of state of art and state of 

practice in order to understand which challenges are hampering the effectiveness of distributed 

maintenance team as well as what mitigation strategies can appease their impact. Three sequential 

phases were carried out to methodically achieve the aim of the study. Relevant data were collected 

through systematic literature review and industrial interviews. Grounded theory and qualitative 

comparative analysis were applied as analysis methods.  

 

As a result, 90 different challenges and 73 strategies were revealed. Unlike most of similar studies in 

GSD which used 3C categorization (inc. Communication, Control and Coordination), we used a 

different viewpoint as we called 3PT which conceptualizes challenges and strategies into People, 

Process, Product and Technology factors. About 45 percent of challenges and 60 percent of strategies 

lied in Process factor. It brings to a conclusion that collaborative processes and their clear definition 

among all maintenance stakeholders are one of the critical success factors of effective maintenance in 

global collaboration. Most importantly, a maintenance team should focus on the holistic improvement 

of each factor in 3PT and their synergy can contribute much in effective maintenance.  

 

7.2 Answers to Research Questions 
 

7.2.1 Research Question 1 
 

RQ1: What are the challenges of the global software maintenance 

and mitigation strategies reported in literature? 

 

Challenges and mitigation strategies from literature are identified through systematic review 

procedures developed by Kitchenham [68]. Then grounded theory (Strauss‟s variant) was analytically 

applied to identify challenges and strategies from the extracted data. Finally, a total of 81 challenges 

are found in the context of different disciplines of global software maintenance and 53 mitigation 

strategies were identified. Those results are discussed in detail in Chapter 6.1.2.  

 

7.2.2 Research Question 2 
 

RQ2: What are the challenges and mitigation practices of global 

software maintenance in industry? 

 

Challenges and industrial practices were revealed in the course of interviews with practitioners from 

organizations which are involved in extensive software maintenance projects in global scenario. The 

interviews were designed with an aid of seven-staged procedures suggested by Kvale [110] and 

conducted in a semi-structured way. For analysis of interview transcripts, grounded theory (Strauss‟s 

variant) was applied. As a result, a total number of challenges and mitigation practices were 37 and 

42, respectively. Those results are articulated in Chapter 6.2.  
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7.2.3 Research Question 3 
 

RQ3: What are gaps and similarities between results from literature 

and industry with respect to challenges and strategies? 

 

The findings from literature and industrial interview were analyzed with a help of qualitative 

comparatively analysis by Ragin [89] for identifying their gaps and similarities. At last, 9 new 

challenges and 20 new strategies were identified from interview analysis while 53 challenges and 20 

strategies from literature were not present in interview result. Those results are discussed in Chapter 

6.3 and the merged lists of challenges and strategies are provided in Appendix 10.6 and 10.7.  

 

7.3 Future Study 
 
It is said that “the journey is better than the end”. The exploration of this little known area of global 

software maintenance revealed further directions of the research journey to discover more treasure. 

We identified the study can be extended into following aspects. 

 

Enterprise software maintenance is carried out in several support levels. In each support level, 

maintainers are involved in different types of maintenance activities and face different kinds of 

challenges. For example, support personnel in the lower level performs mainly preventive 

maintenance, middle levels carry out corrective while higher level perform perfective and adaptive 

maintenance. Hence, future study can focus on identifying challenges and strategies specific to each 

support level of maintenance for exploring more precise results.  

 

It was noticed that there was a cause-and-effect relationship between different challenges. In other 

words, one challenge becomes a source of another challenge which leads to further ones. For 

example, software maintainer‟s neglecting value of documentation was leading to a situation where 

there is a lack of evidence of change in software design and source code. The situation causes other 

personnel likely miss to consider the undocumented change in impact analysis of subsequent changes. 

Similar phenomena were discerned for mitigation strategies too. The interrelationship of each 

category of 3PT model should be studied in future for more detailed understanding about origins of 

challenges and strategies.  

 

In addition, future investigation can continue exploring maintenance of open-source software projects 

supported by worldwide developers‟ community. In such scenario, members‟ locations are highly 

scattered and most of time even they don‟t know each other. Presumably, it is a complicated 

collaboration mode in global scenario. However lots of open-source software projects are successfully 

undergoing and its product quality is competitive with commercial products.  

 

Last but not least, in the course of investigation it was found that selection of right software product or 

maintenance service supplier was one of determinant success factors in global market. For example, 

to select software product from the global market, customer organizations should take into 

consideration not only from cost and suitability to their business, but also quality attributes such as 

maintainability, reliability and complexity which greatly influence on maintenance success. Similarly, 

a software vendor needs to assess service supplier organizations on basis of different perspectives 

when outsourcing maintenance and support of their product. Those aspects need to be explored in the 

future study.  
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9 APPENDIX 
 

9.1 SLR Search Strings 
 

The keywords used for developing search strings for systematic literature review are mentioned below 

(See Table 9-1).  

 

A1 global software development B1 maintenance 

A2 global software engineering B2 maintaining (maintain*) 

A3 global software project B3 support 

A4 distributed software development B4 change 

A5 distributed software engineering B5 upgrade 

A6 distributed software project   

A7 software offshor*   

A8 software outsourc*   

A9 global enterprise resource planning software   

A10 global ERP (software)   
Table 9-1 Keywords used in Search Strings 

 

* in Table 9-1 is a wild card. This represents any number of unknown characters following those 

words.  

 

From the keywords mentioned in Table 9-1, different search strings were developed. Different 

databases have different search query rules. Based on this, basic search strings were modified 

according to the requirements of database being searched. The details of search strings and libraries 

are summarized in Table 9-2. In row 4 of the table, three libraries Science Direct, Springer Link and 

ISI WOK are grouped as one because the same search string was applicable to them 

 

General formula used for developing search string was: 

 

{A1 OR A2 OR.....A10} AND {B1 OR B2 OR....B5} 

 
S. 

No 
Search String Databases 

1 

(("global software development") OR ("global software engineering") OR 

("global software project") OR ("distributed software development") OR 

("distributed software engineering") OR ("distributed software project") OR 

(software offshor*) OR (software outsourc*) OR (global enterprise resource 

planning software) OR global ERP) AND ((maintenance) OR (maintain*) OR 

(support) OR (change) OR upgrade) 

Compendex/Inspec 

2 

("global software development" OR "global software engineering" OR "global 

software project" OR "distributed software development" OR "distributed 

software engineering" OR "distributed software project" OR software offshor* 

OR software outsourc* OR global enterprise resource planning software OR 

global ERP) AND (maintenance OR maintain OR support OR change OR 

upgrade) 

IEEE 

3 

("global software development" or "global software engineering" or "global 

software project" or "distributed software development" OR "distributed 

software engineering" OR "distributed software project" OR "software 

offshore" OR "software outsource" OR "enterprise resource planning") AND 

(maintain OR support OR upgrade OR maintenance) 

ACM 

4 ("global software development" or "global software engineering" or "global Science Direct, 
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software project" or "distributed software development" OR "distributed 

software engineering" OR "distributed software project" OR "software 

offshore" OR "software outsource" OR "enterprise resource planning") AND 

(maintain OR support OR maintenance) 

Springer Link, ISI 

WOK 

5 

("global software development" or "global software engineering" or "global 

software project" or "distributed software development" OR "distributed 

software engineering" OR "distributed software project" OR "software 

offshore" OR "software outsource" OR "enterprise resource planning") AND 

(maintain OR maintenance) 

Scopus 

6 

("global software development" OR "global software engineering" OR "global 

software project" OR "distributed software development" OR "distributed 

software engineering" OR "distributed software project" OR software offshor* 

OR software outsourc* OR global enterprise resource planning software OR 

global ERP) AND (maintenance OR support OR maintain OR upgrade OR 

change) 

Willey InterScience 

Table 9-2 Search Strings Applied to Libraries 
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9.2 Data Extraction Form 
This form was used to extract data from selected primary studies. Both authors used this form for 

consistency in results.  

 

General Information Regarding Research Study/Article 

Title of article  

Name of Author  

Journal/Conference 

Proceedings /Conference 

 

Publication date  

Article Source  

Empirical Background  

Research Methodology  Case Study   Survey   Experiment 

 Interviews   Others 

Research Background   Laboratory   Industry  Academia 

Global software development attributes 

Maintenance Collaboration 

Mode 

 Inter-Organizational  Intra-Organizational  Unclear   

 Other 

Application Domain 

 

(project type, application domain, distributed sites, team size, 

time difference etc) 

 

Problem Domain (in context of 

GSD) 

 Communication   Coordination   Control 

 Regression testing  Integration   Maintenance sub 

activities  Other 

Related Studies 
 

 

Risks highlighted 
 

(which problems are addressed in the article) 

Solutions proposed 

 

(which practices/strategies are proposed and their applicability 

results) 

Success results  Yes     No     Partially 

Validity threats  

Future idea (which future ideas are proposed to purify the solutions) 

Project type 

 Packaged software (ERP, SAP ...) 

 COTS components maintenance  

 In-house software maintenance 

 Unknown 

 Other 

Other notes (Information left from previous questions or subjective notes) 

Sr.# Quality Assessment Checklist 
Answer 

Yes No 

1 Are GSD maintenance relevant issues discussed?   

2 Does the research paper clearly specify the research methodology?   

3 Are strategies for data analysis clearly mentioned?   

4 Are the results of the study relevant with our research?   

5 Are validity threats related to the research are noted?   

Reviewed by 

   Bayarbuyan        Zeeshan Akhtar 
Figure 9-1 Data Extraction Form 
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9.3 Interview Questions 
 

Preliminary Questions 

 

1. How long have you been working in any software organization? 

2. How long have you been involved software maintenance in distributed environment? 

3. Could you tell me about brief history of the company or project? 

4. Introduction of product maintained? 

 

People related Questions 

 

These questions are to reveal difficulties due to the factors by maintenance personnel and their 

mitigative practices. 

 

1. Who are involved in entire maintenance work? Please describe their roles and influences on the 

project 

2. Do you agree or disagree with people who say that maintenance work is very difficult, boring or 

less innovative job?  

- If yes, why? 

- If no, why not? 

 

3. Have you ever had disputes or misunderstanding with other stakeholders (language, culture)? 

- If yes, how did you resolve the conflict? 

- If no, how do you manage different stakeholders‟ involvement? 

 

4. How much is it difficult to keep normal working pace when a new member joins the project or old 

member leaves the work?  

-If much, how its impact can be mitigated?  

-If not much, how do you keep up with normal pace in such case? 

 

5. How often do you need to work for extra hours? 

- If often or more, how do you feel? Why does it happen, regularly or unexpectedly?  

- If rare, which technique do you use to avoid potential work overload? 

 

Product related Questions 

 

Those questions are to explore challenges caused by the factors specific to the software product being 

maintained and their mitigation practices. 

 

1. Is any third party solution (COTS component) included in your maintaining software? 

- If yes, how often do you need to deal with changes related to them? How much effort is spent? 

 

2. What kind of documentation do you update as software changes? How does documentation help 

in daily activities? 

 

3. In your opinion, what are the important things to keep distributed team‟s communication live and 

effective? Why? 

 

Process related Questions 

 

Those questions are to explore challenges caused by process related factors on maintenance activity 

and their mitigation practices. 

1. What are methods you use to communicate with remote team? Why? 
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2. How often do you have face-to-face meeting? 

 

3. What are the difficulties you encounter in communication? 

 

4. Do you feel challenges on handling customer change request? 

- If yes, what are they? How do you overcome them? 

- If no, how did you resolve it? Which mechanisms?  

 

5. Who are involved in assessing risk and impact of software change? 

 

6. Who were involved in testing process? How? 

 

7. How do you maintain and keep track of software changes? Which mechanism do you use? 

 

8. What are the difficulties when you deploy software patch or update? How can they be solved or 

mitigated?  

 

9. Do you measure level of success or failure of maintenance? 

- If yes, which attributes do you include? Why? 

- If no, how do you ensure whether maintenance process is acceptable? Why? 

 

10. What are the difficulties encountered during emergency maintenance? How do you overcome?  

 

11. Do you think your current maintenance task distribution works well in your project? 

- If yes, how is task triggered and is the progress tracked? 

- If no, how could be improved or reorganized? 

 

12. Do you maintain any repository of system documentation, user guide or other documents? 

-If yes, how does it work? Why does it need?  

-If no, how do you manage project‟s important artifacts? 

 

13. Do you hold any regular training to share knowledge between members? 

- If yes, how do you hold? How does it help in maintenance activities? 

- If no, how do you share or exchange skills and experience within team? Why? 

 

14. Have you ever concerned with information security during training or sharing knowledge in other 

stakeholders?  

- If yes, how do you handle security concern? 

 

Technology related Questions 

 

Those questions are to explore challenges brought by technology support on maintenance activity and 

their mitigation practices.  

 

1. How do lack of or poor hardware and software support impact in maintenance activities? How did 

you resolve them? 

 

2. Do all team members use same software tools in maintenance? 

- If yes, how does it help in your maintenance activities? 

 

3. How often do you face software failure due to hardware fault? 

- If often, what are the main causes? How do you resolve them? 

- If less, how do you support hardware maintenance? 

 

4. If you want to add issues which are not asked, please feel free 
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9.4 Consent Form 
 

 

Please read below carefully, and before interview starts this form should be signed. 

 

- Interview participation is completely voluntary 

- Voluntary participation is based on being informed in advance 

- You may deny answering any question or stopping the interview at any time with or without 

any reason 

- You may refuse the interview to being audio recorded 

- Interview record will be confidentially kept and deleted after the analysis and completion of 

the study 

- The interview record and note will be only used by originators or probably by our supervisor 

professor  

- Your answer may be included in report by position, but will be completely anonymous 

- Your answer will not make you vulnerable in any case  

- The result of the study will be included in the master dissertation and may also submitted to 

professional journals for publication purpose 

- The consequence of the study will not pose any negative consequence to you whatsoever 

- You will be provided with final outcome of the study in electronic format 

- Your signature will indicate your willingness to participate in the interview 

 

 

By signing here, you confirm that you have read and understood the information above for the study. 

If you have questions or concerns, feel free to contact us 

 

 

 

Signature:  __________________________________ 

 

Date:  ______/____/____ 

 

 

 

Thank you! 
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9.5 Interview Transcripts 
 

9.5.1 Interview 1 
 

Interviewee Details 

Interviewee 1 has worked with UIQ and Ericsson, have 10 years of experience of software 

development in global environment and 2 years of experience in software maintenance. UIQ provided 

support for Ericsson, Telenor, Vodafone and Motorola. UIQ developed products and applications for 

mobile phones. Interviewee 1 and his team collaborated and maintained applications for messaging 

and email support in mobile phones.  

 

People 

Responding for questions about people, as mentioned in interview questions, Interviewee talked about 

stakeholders involved in maintenance process. These stakeholders were new and experienced 

employees (maintainers), software development and maintenance teams (UK, Poland, India, Russia 

and China). Customers involved in this process were Ericsson, Telenor, Vodafone and Motorola. He 

said maintenance is not so popular that is why people come and leave team early. This was the reason 

due to which experienced employees were not very interested in doing maintenance rather it was 

assigned to new or less experienced employees. He told that working extra hours was dependent on 

customer requirements. It happened quite often that they need to hour extra hours. Initially it was 

difficult for them but eventually they became used to with working extra hours. 

 

Product 

The second part of the interview was related to the product, interviewee told us about documentation 

that they seldom documented. They did documentation for large projects. Interviewee 1 told us that 

documentation is good but it should be done specific to important aspects rather than generic 

documentation as software tends to change over time and documenting everything is not cost 

effective. He discussed the importance of videoconferencing, team building, trainings in 

communication and cultural presentations in order to keep distributed team‟s communication alive 

and effective. He told us about few misunderstandings or conflicts due to cultural difference for 

example, deadlines were completely misunderstood sometimes and some employees asked too many 

questions. He also said that some teams were very good in communication because of English as their 

first language while others were not.  

 

Process 

Third part of the interview was about the processes. Interviewee 1 told us about different methods of 

communication that they use like, instant message for emergency purposes. They also use 

videoconferencing for progress meetings but it is used occasionally instead they use teleconferencing 

for progress meetings, fixing different bugs, review meetings and meetings with customers. However, 

email is used as main communication method. The turnaround time for email response was set to one 

working day. He told that face-to-face meetings were conducted not very frequently. Responding for 

difficulties encountered in communication, he mentioned language and cultural differences as main 

challenges. He said that some teams were very good in communication because of English as their 

first language while others were not. He further told that sometimes people understood things 

differently, for example, word „complete‟ meant fully functional to some people and others only 

developed prototype and thought they were only required of this. System Team track was main tool 

used to handle change request and manage bugs, changes, tests and reports. He told that modified 

versions were available for every customer and that is why code line was divided for every customer. 

Every version had its product manager, who was responsible for handling customer change request. 

About task distribution strategy, He told that they had different departments based on the expertise of 

maintainers for example, user interface, platform, business processes etc. As soon as change request 

came in, it was allocated to respective departments. Introduction and orientation sessions for new 

employees are conducted, for making them familiar with organization and processes within it. He told 
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that information security is based on the wish of customers. They signed NDA (Non-Disclosure 

Agreement) with customers to ensure them the privacy so they can freely exchange information.  

 

Technology 

Last part of the interview was about technology. He told that they used testing environment separate 

from application environment. They used automated testing environment. They used unit testing and 

hardware compatibility testing for the integration of work. He told that they mostly used email and 

teleconferencing and they had enough hardware resources to satisfy their communication needs. He 

told that they rarely came across a situation in which they faced a software failure due to hardware 

faults. However, there were some things, which were difficult to test on reference hardware so they 

used real cell phones in that situation. 

 

9.5.2 Interview 2 
 

Interviewee Details 

Interviewee 2 has a working experience of 6 years out of which he has been working in IBM Pakistan 

for last four years. He is a certified ITIL professional and he also is a certified AML (Anti Money 

Laundering) specialist. He is involved in maintenance and support for last four years. IBM 

implements and supports SAP systems (Systems Applications and Products) in Pakistan. IBM works 

as an integrator and is an implementation partner for Oracle. Oracle is selling the products and IBM is 

providing support on behalf of Oracle. He is involved in an Anti-money-laundering project for a bank. 

After the product was successfully implemented in the bank, they signed a support agreement with 

IBM. According to this agreement, there will be resources available from IBM that will provide 

support to client on day-to-day basis. This support was level 1 support as told by interviewee. If any 

problem arises at client side, it is reported to „service desk‟, which evaluates the problem whether it is 

a known problem or a new issue. This process is used for segregation and classification of the 

problem. Once errors/issues are classified, they are sent to relevant departments for example; 

interface, database, GUI etc. For new problems, we involve maintainers (level 2 support) and senior 

maintainers (Level 3). If a problem/issue is not solved by support level 1, 2 and 3, it is sent to Oracle 

(Vendor) which is level 4 support. 

 

People 

Responding for questions about people, he talked about stakeholders involved in maintenance 

process. These stakeholders are compliance and IT department of customer, level 1 support engineers 

from IBM, level 2 maintainers from IBM, level 3 senior maintainers from IBM, third party vendors 

for example Informatica - Pakistan and Oracle (India, China and USA). He told that from the 

perspective of development project is finished when it is implemented. However, for maintainers it is 

the start of the project and it ends when the system is replaced by a new system. I think that in this 

lifespan there are many challenges, you face as a maintainer, which are sometimes innovative as well. 

Maintenance work is also a way to learn new things for example; I launched AML (anti-money 

laundering) application but I was not very well versed with AML concept, but when I talked to 

compliance department of a bank, I learned new things about AML. He told that ccommunication is a 

challenge even with most sophisticated tools. People having different backgrounds and different 

mind-set is also a challenge. In IBM, headcount leaving is very low. IBM invests many resources in 

order to train their employees. There are flexible working time and many fringe benefits that make a 

pool of satisfied employees, which are working together as a team. He said that working extra hours 

happens frequently. Support is a proactive domain in which you need to respond to customer 

problems as soon as you come to know about it.  

 

Product 

While talking about product questions, he told that they use third party / commercial off the shelf 

components in their product. In their current product, the license for the product also covers third 

party components. Therefore, if there is any change in those components, it is our responsibility to 

update those changes in our product. Sometimes we also ask for support from third party component‟s 
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vendors, in case they have a major change. For example, we get help from Informatica – Pakistan for 

their product that is integrated in our product. Their product is an extract, transformation and loading 

tool used for data ware housing. Sometimes our clients are using third party components that are 

being used in connection with our product, for such products it is client‟s responsibility to arrange for 

support. We document each process (change management, problem lodging is done in service desk 

and resolution). We also maintain SLA (Service Level Agreement – agreement between IBM and 

Clients) and OLA (Operational Level Agreement – IBM internal processes) for documenting business 

and technical constraints. We maintain a problem register (type of problem, who reported it, its 

categorization, its solution, expected time to resolve etc). Then from this register, we extract different 

reports for management. When product is delivered, we also deliver end-user guide to the users. This 

guide contains system architecture, system deployment details and command-to-command instruction 

manual, that guides about how to install the system and its features. For changes in the system, we 

maintain a „hot fix‟ register. In this register we log what are changes being made, why we need these 

changes, which parts of the system will it effect, what outcome is expected and what outcome was 

observed while testing the system. We share this register with our clients so we both can access it 

simultaneously. We use a tool „Bugzilla‟ for recording bugs and progress on those issues. Responding 

to the question about keeping distributed team communication alive he said, teams need to be 

proactive. They should use technology in order to overcome communication problems for example; 

videoconferencing etc. Teams need to communicate on day-to-day basis and try to build good 

relationship with end-user. Problem should very well be communicated to end-user. He said that 

misunderstandings and conflicts do happen because of difference in language and culture. For 

example, when we talk to people from Middle East, they will be very offensive in their style of 

talking. Moreover, if you disrupt them while they are talking something, they will be very angry. 

Interviewee told us that in order to overcome the challenges due to cultural difference you need to 

understand and respect their culture. When interviewee talks to Indians, they are very welcoming and 

very much interested in building good conversation because they have been talking with him in same 

language (Hindi - Urdu). He have experience of working with Chinese, what he thinks about them is 

that they do not give you business right away rather you first have to develop some understanding 

with them. You have to develop some trust and then they will easily give you the business.  

 

Process 

Third part of the interview was about processes. Interviewee told us about different methods that they 

use for communication. Normally they use their own IM (MSN) that is deployed by IBM and every 

one in IBM has access to it. Then they use emails and sometimes videoconferencing. Every 

videoconferencing is supported by emails in which they send documentation (meeting minutes, 

meeting agenda etc) related to the videoconferencing. He told that they do not have face-to-face 

meetings very frequently. He discussed difficulties in communication and said that they face 

difficulties in understanding what others are trying to say. This happens very frequently in email 

correspondence. Interviewee told us that in such cases he give a telephonic call and discuss with them 

about what they meant to say just to overcome the difference between understandings. Interviewee 

suggested that there should be a single point of contact between distributed teams in order to avoid 

misunderstandings and ambiguities in communication. He told us that when they first started this 

project, they were communicating with remote teams via emails. This created many difficulties to 

perform their tasks. They resolved this issue by having weekly and monthly conferences in which 

they discussed tasks, problems and challenges and everybody participated in these conferences. This 

also helped them in developing a friendly environment and building trust among each other. He told 

us that they have a separate department that is responsible for handling customer change request. In 

response to the challenges in change management he said, yes, we feel few challenges for example; 

customers wants regular changes or customer is not feeling comfortable etc. We monitor change 

requests on day-to-day basis; record change requests and then implements what is feasible for the 

product. We first test these changes in testing environment and then finally send these changes to the 

production. For changes in the system, we maintain a „hot fix‟ register. In this register we log what are 

changes being made, why we need these changes, which parts of the system will it effect, what 

outcome is expected and what outcome was observed while testing the system. We share this register 

with our clients so we both can access it simultaneously. He said, sometimes the patches do not work, 
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as they should. We try using testing environment rigorously for avoiding such problem. We also 

employ user acceptance testing in order to avoid resistance from customers in terms of new 

patch/release. He said customer satisfaction is the only measure on which you can measure the level 

of success or failure of maintenance. How much value do you add to the client is the level of your 

success. We ask our customers to go through the normal process of recording the problem in case of 

emergency. We then have dedicated personnel who are available every time (24 X 7) and they get on 

to solving the problem. Customers may call me directly as well in case of emergency but they do have 

to follow the process we set for recording the issues. Interviewee told us that they use ITIL and 

COBIT based best practices for task distribution and other processes. He told us that, we store 

operational details of our day-to-day processes in „Known Error Database‟ that records every detail 

about errors/faults/bugs and „Configuration Management Database‟ that records details about change 

management, stakeholder‟s roles and responsibilities, their privileges, asset location etc. Interviewee 

told us that they hold different training sessions as well as gatherings with varying frequency. He told 

us that IBM regularly assesses its employees and send them for different training as and when 

required. These trainings can be of different length and of different patterns as required. Some 

trainings are in-house while for some we send our employees to different cities or even different 

countries to learn. We also have IBM intranet called „W3‟ on which we share our intellectual capital. 

It is mandatory for us to publish details about the project once it is completed on W3. The publication 

of this knowledge is done with the consent of our customers. Anything published on W3 is accessible 

to IBM worldwide. This information is published with the consent of client and is only accessible to 

IBM worldwide. If a customer asks, not to include few details, so we ask them to fill out a consent 

form and then we do not publish that particular piece of knowledge. 

 

Technology 

In last, we asked few questions about technology. Interviewee told us that they use testing 

environment separate from production environment. He said, we do not touch product in production 

environment, we have first to test every change in testing environment thoroughly and after this, we 

deliver it to production. Testing environment is actually a replica of production environment that is 

why we do not face challenges in testing environment. He told that they have adequate hardware 

facilities to satisfy communication within team and with different teams. We have access to 

videoconferencing tools. He also told us that they rarely face software failures due to hardware 

problem. 

 

9.5.3 Interview 3 
 

Interviewee details 

 

I have been working as maintenance developer for almost 10 years. For last 7 years, I am working in 

Moscow office, Alcatel Lucent. We are doing two main activities. One is to install the 

telecommunication system for new customers and maintain the installed system for our customer 

companies. 

 

People 

Stakeholders involved in maintenance process are as below described; 

 

Users – mobile subscribers, Norway and UK Telenore 

Level 1 support – Customer Company, technical department, maintenance engineers 

Level 2 support – Me and 6 other people in local group are responsible for processing customer call, 

resolves most of problems. 

Level 3 support – Technical expert center - global group,  

Level 4 support – R&D, main developers, develop high level patch 

 

For sure, we have had disputes and misunderstandings with other stakeholders. There are a number of 

reasons behind it. Major reasons are difference of language and cultural difference. Some people have 
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different accent that make it difficult to understand and sometimes their email is ambiguously written. 

In such cases we had to ask again to verify their meaning. In addition, different organizations have 

different structures and rules. Our software product is huge project and installed in big companies, 

which have many different departments inside such as technical, marketing, management and sales. 

For example, a customer company wants some changes and they say it is very critical and important, 

but in reality it is not difficult, also they do not understand how difficult it is to implement some 

changes and ask urgently. In other words, customer does not well understand how much effort is 

required in change request and it makes difficult to negotiate on change request price. Actually, it is 

reasonable because they do not have much technical knowledge about the system. Of course, it is not 

tense against them, but it needs effort.  

When we ask about difficulty due to staff turnover, he said it is not so often in their team but of course 

it takes significant time for new members to teach them since the system is highly distributed complex 

project and it requires high technical knowledge. About extra working hours, Dmitry said that we 

quite often work for extra hours because we have hot-line tasks, which require us to be ready for 

twenty-four hours a day and seven days a week. Even it is not easy to work all night up, it is our job, 

we have to do it despite the difficulty.  

 

Product 

For third party solution dependency of the maintaining software, it is certainly, because the system is 

large and complex. For example, Sun operating system is used. Although it is not often, we need to 

upgrade and install hot-fix of third party software time-to-time. For its support, our level does not 

contact them directly, our higher-level support team contacts them and deliver patch to us and we 

install it in each customers‟ system. After any software change, we update configuration, user and 

technical guidelines. It helps to track the changes later. For good communication flow in distributed 

and global team, it is most important to have quite clear procedure. For example, escalation of the 

software bug is important, if specific support level cannot, they need to contact back with higher level 

immediately, not to spend much time or dare to make risky change themselves.  

 

Process  

Depending on task priority, we use different communication method. If high critical task, we just call 

by mobile phones. For less critical issue, we use email, call conference and chatting. Call conference 

is very effective when more than two different remote site in other words, more than two different 

kinds of stakeholders are involved. For example, we use voice conference with Sun and our R&D and 

technical support team who are in different countries. Time difference is big issue for communication. 

For change request handling, it is good to get very clear scope of the required change before actually 

implementing the change. Otherwise, it may become a source of further conflicts. While deploying 

software patches and making modification, it is very important to have clear predetermined procedure 

so that current service of the system is not altered. Sometimes during emergency maintenance, there 

had been unavailability of higher-level experts. We use standard system for receiving change request 

or problem report and track its progress. It helps to handle change requests. Before applying software 

change, it is test in each support level to make it surely works. Most importantly good technical skill 

is important for maintenance engineers; also, to have good communication skill, they are equally 

important. 

 

Technology 

Yes, we use testing environment different from application environment.  

 

9.5.4 Interview 4 
 

Interviewee Details 

Interviewee 4 has been working with software engineering since 2001. He worked in Alcatel Lucent 

until 2010 and was involved in maintenance. Besides software maintenance, he has experience in 

analysis, functional specification and integration as well. Now days he is working in LG electronics. 

He worked on open source platform that is a part of Intelligent Network (IN) in Alcatel Lucent. 
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Alcatel Lucent provide data, voice and video communication services. Alcatel Lucent is an ISO 9001 

and TL 9000 certified company that develop and maintain innovative applications, telecommunication 

and software products.  

 

People 

Answering questions about people, he told that people involved in maintenance were different Alcatel 

teams based in St. Petersburg, Belgium and India. Research and development teams were based in 

Belgium, France and Norway. Alcatel have many customers, his team had Mobicom – Mongolia and 

Telenor – Norway as customers. He said, I do not think that maintenance work is either difficult or 

less innovative. I think it is always interesting when you work on-site close with customers. I was 

sometimes assigned on very exciting and interesting tasks. He told that usually work is organized is a 

way that conflicts should not arise. However, sometimes we do have conflicts, for example on 

agreement on cost etc. I think cultural difference is not that important but language is a problem. I do 

not think that it has much impact when someone recently enters or resigns the team. All employees 

were given a 2 months training so they were ready to roll. I am not saying that this training helped a 

lot but at least it was enough for new employees to get started. Working overtime was not a normal 

case but sometimes under deadlines and tough situations, we had to spend some extra working hour to 

cope with situations.  

 

Product 

Responding for the questions about product, he told that they are using COTS components. The 

problems in third party components do not happen quite often but in such cases, we directly contact 

third party vendors. We also maintain different documentations for example, user guides, 

configuration management documents etc. We used ClearCase for source code versioning and 

software configuration management. We also used bug-tracking systems to keep track of bugs and 

progress on the issues. I think for keeping distributed team‟s communication alive we need to have 

good interactions, making conversations, having chatting sessions with distributed teams and 

discussing formal matters for example, work progress etc as well as informal discussions.  

 

Process 

Third part of the interview was about processes. Interviewee told us about different methods of 

communication that they use like emails, chats and voice conferencing. As far as face-to-face 

meetings are concerned, it happens quite often. We have one person from the team that is on-site with 

customers. I think face-to-face meetings should be done especially in system specification phase and 

in integration phase. He said, language is not an issue when you communicate via emails but it can be 

a problem for face-to-face meetings. Technical managers were responsible for assessing risk and 

impact of software change. However, they also discussed with whole team, as managers are usually 

unable to assess it on themselves, they need their developers and R&D team to do it. When we deploy 

software patch or update ssometimes it happens that we try to connect to customer but we are unable 

to connect. This may happen because of network problem or customer‟s IT team may have changed 

IP rules etc. In a response to the question about measuring the level of success, he said that when your 

previous work/task is accepted I think it is the success of your maintenance. Our managers did task 

distribution and it was based on expert opinion. I do not think that you need complex task distribution 

programs for distributing tasks while working with small teams. I never came across a situation in 

which I needed some information but I was unable to get it. This information may concern our other 

teams or customers.  

 

Technology 

Interviewee said that in most companies, the roles and responsibilities for software developer and 

software tester are defined separately but it was not the case in Alcatel. If software is designed in a 

good way then there is less chance of getting failures while executing software on reference hardware. 

In normal cases, it would just return few errors that were easily removed. However, we did face some 

software failures due to hardware faults for example, once we had a problem when a hard drive 

crashed and our database was unable to access. This caused whole application to stop responding. 
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9.5.5 Interview 5 
 

Interviewee Details 

Interviewee 5 has a working experience of 2 and half years out of which almost 2 years in Horizon 

Medical World (HMW). He is involved in maintenance and support for last 2 years. HMW is 

basically a billing company but also provide IT services to different doctors. HMW is based in USA 

but has operations in US, Australia and Pakistan. HMW develops, maintains and provide services to 

customers for many medical related products. They have „eClinic‟ and „eMax‟ applications, 

customers use these applications for billing, patient management system etc. He have worked on 

Electronic Medical Record (EMR), it provides different functions like scheduling, documenting and 

billing. 

 

People 

Answering questions about people, he told that people involved in maintenance were different HMW 

teams from USA, Australia and Pakistan. HMW customers are mostly based in USA and Australia. 

He said, I do not think that maintenance is less innovative however, it is sometimes difficult to work 

with customers but I think it is an interesting work. We give trainings to new employees for system so 

it is not very difficult with new employees. Additionally, if someone has to leave he/she gives one-

month notice prior to leaving and in the meantime, we assign their task to other members. Extra 

working hours happen frequently. When you are providing support to end users, you have to be on our 

toes. It is very important to facilitate customers especially in maintenance and support.  

 

Product 

Responding for the questions about product, he told that they are using COTS components. The 

changes in third party components do not happen quite often. We have both manual and help menu in 

our product that can assist user to learn and use all modules in our software. Manual and help contains 

both images and detailed text that help users in better understanding. We do not document much. We 

document product when it is developed and then we do maintain this documentation whenever it is 

changed. However, I think documentation is a good method for streamlining your processes and daily 

operations. To keep distributed teams communication alive, one needs to have constant 

communication, everyone should be proactive in communicating with other team members and try to 

build good relationships with all the parties involved. Yes misunderstandings and conflicts do happen 

due to cultural and language differences. Sometimes you receive an email and it is difficult to 

understand it. Therefore, you get some late in responding to that email this sometimes become an 

issue.  

 

Process 

Third part of the interview was about processes. Interviewee told us about different methods of 

communication that they use like emails, teleconferencing for reviews and meetings. Sometimes we 

also use videoconferencing, but this is difficult due to time difference with most of our teams. We do 

not have face-to-face meetings very frequently, it happens very rarely. I have difficulty in 

understanding accents of people from different countries. It is sometimes difficult to understand their 

emails in terms of what they want and what they have written. Most of the people from different 

teams are not very frequent in communication, they do not talk much, and they do not discuss tasks 

and progress. Well, time difference is also a problem. Responding for challenges in handling customer 

change request he said, it is challenging when it comes to customers change requests. Sometimes 

customers are not sure of what they want. They say one thing and then next minute they say another 

thing. It is always difficult to work with customer demands. We have some defined processes for 

sending a change request as not everyone from customer can get full access to the system. Sometimes 

two customers ask to change one feature in two different ways. Then it becomes a problem so we 

make personalized application for them. Managers are involved in assessing impact of software 

changes and subsequent risks. We rigorously test patch before deploying it, for avoiding problems we 

may face after deploying the patch. I think customer satisfaction can be the only measure in 
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determining success or failure of maintenance. Managers mostly do task distribution and it is mostly 

based on employee‟s expertise and experience. We store operational details of our day-to-day 

processes in a database. We also archive system documentations for each product and its versions in a 

central repository. We give trainings to new team members, duration of these trainings are from one 

to two months. We sign non-disclosure agreement with our customers. We cannot share our 

customer‟s information as we are in medical domain and this information can be misused easily.  

 

Technology 

In last, we asked few questions about technology. Interviewee told that they use testing environment 

separate from application environment. We first test each change in testing and its effects on other 

parts of the system. After testing, we then deliver the patch to the customers. Our hardware facilities 

satisfy our communication needs. We rarely face software failures due to hardware faults but it 

depends on the fact that implementation is done right. 
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9.6 Map of Challenges and Strategies in GSM 
 

* represents ID of corresponding mitigation strategies which are provided in detail later in Appendix 

9.7 

 

Challenges in Global Software Maintenance  
Mitigation 

Strategies* 

Limited understanding between isolated members 3, 4, 5, 10, 19 

Inconsistent metrics between organizations 36, 37, 39, 65 

Less qualified work done 45, 47, 56, 58 

Lack of knowledge sharing 12,30, 31, 33 

Lack of English language knowledge 20, 21, 34 

Large size of the software 67, 68, 69 

Excessive number of members in one team 22, 24, 45 

Lack of domain knowledge 30, 32, 33 

Distributed location of stakeholders 25, 26, 73 

Much effort due to double test and inspection work 60, 67, 70 

Unavailability of domain expert  8, 9, 30 

Lack of communication facilities 72, 73 

Wrong task distribution 53, 71 

Absence of guidelines on performing tasks 61, 66,  

Lack of tasks track 52, 71 

Lack of documentation for design and source code 61, 64 

Many different teams‟ involvement in few tasks 50, 51 

No uniform design pattern 45, 46 

Unclear task distribution 49, 71 

Inconsistent tools 45, 48 

No coding standard 47, 48 

Lack of risk management 40, 44 

High work pressure 42, 43 

Unexpectedness in emergency maintenance 29, 43 

Member leaving a project 35, 41 

New member joining in a project 34, 54 

Infrequent communication 19, 27 

Lack of development experience and skill 33, 34 

Misunderstanding on technical or business problem 19, 32 

Limited time to learn 31, 34 

Tacit knowledge of technical domain 31, 32 

Tacit knowledge of business domain 31, 32 

Limited access to knowledge 30, 62 

Overhead of communication 22, 26 

Different accent 13, 21 

Neglected value of documentation 61, 64 

Limited view and involvement of customer during software change 1, 2 

No face to face interaction 73 

Unstable communication channel 72 

Lack of control 71 

Project management overhead 71 

Lack of supporting tools 70 

Lack of check on hardware 67 

A need for extensive documentation 67 

Ignorance of keep up with update of third party solutions 63 
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Use of COTS components 63 

Frequent updates in technologies used in development 63 

Less knowledge sharing due to concern for information security 62 

Risk of disclosing technological or business secure information 62 

Vulnerability of business confidential information disclosure 62 

Lack of quality assurance procedure in maintenance process 59 

Lack of regression test suites 57 

Difference development and production environment 55 

Lack of collaborative procedure 48 

Lack of impact analysis 46 

No documentation standard 45 

Unqualified HW environment 45 

Aggressive plan 38 

Inexperienced or new members assigned as maintainer 34 

Lack of communication skill 31 

Lack of knowledge repository 30 

Increased MTTR (Mean Time To Repair) 29 

Customers‟ interest conflict 28 

Lack of holistic view of business and technical knowledge 27 

Lack of informal communication 25 

Delay in response 23 

Limited time window 23 

Hierarchical organizational structure 22 

Poor impact analysis of CR 18 

Limitation on reproducing anomalous scenario 18 

Unclear change request 15 

Unclear issue report 15 

Poor change request management 14 

No contact with an original developer 11 

Lack of onsite testing staff 10 

Unwillingness to travel 6 

Low morale of a team 6 

Unstable team with high turnover 6 

Unsociable attitude of members 6 

Unwillingness to communicate 5 

Different ways of thinking and understanding  4 

Lack of collaborative culture 4 

Lack of relationship in a team 3 

Degraded perception about maintenance - 

Customer's resistance to updates - 

Transient change requests - 

Disclosure of data security during transfer - 

Extra cost of face-to-face meeting - 

A number of change requests - 

Complex change requests - 

Table 9-3 Mapping of challenges and strategies 
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9.7 List of Strategies for GSM 
 

ID Mitigation Strategies Used Count 

1 Increasing customer involvement in perfective maintenance 1 

2 Involving customers into test case specification to explore new bugs 1 

3 Warming relationship between isolated members 2 

4 Cross-cultural training during onsite visit 3 

5 Improving social activities outside of work 2 

6 Highly motivated team members by good leadership 4 

7 Building a small team to be effective 1 

8 
Deploying a cross functional support team with software and hardware 

knowledge 1 

9 Having at least one skilled person help to share knowledge 1 

10 
Having an onsite representative with knowledge of different technical 

specialists  2 

11 Developers and testers working together 1 

12 Involving job exchange between maintainer and developer 1 

13 Staffing remote site help desk as much as a native speaker 1 

14 Having central management of change requests  1 

15 Defined processes for sending a change request 2 

16 Analyzing change requests on scheduled basis - 

17 Sound configuration management 1 

18 Software stability metrics on source code touched 1 

19 Holding a weekly meeting  3 

20 Telephonic conversation to support emails 1 

21 Meeting minutes to support conferencing 1 

22 Single point of communication in teams 2 

23 Priority based communication methods 2 

24 High level support team to contact third party vendors 1 

25 Introducing informal communication channel 2 

26 Introducing mailing lists 2 

27 Keeping communication abundant and uninterrupted 2 

28 Building virtual customers community (forum)  1 

29 Providing remote support possibility through a mobile terminal or agent 2 

30 
Wiki based collaborative platform for managing and sharing domain 

knowledge 5 

31 Formal training or informal knowledge exchange activities 5 

32 Regular on-site visit 4 

33 Trainings during occasional gatherings 4 

34 Mentoring system for staff entry to a project 4 

35 Shadowing a member of skilled staff leaving a project 1 

36 
Defining success and failure of maintenance in the presence of all 

stakeholders 1 

37 Measuring quality of maintenance process 1 

38 Planning adequate measures in advance 1 

39 
Realistic measure of progress giving unbiased unambiguous visibility on their 

progress 1 

40 Considering nationals specific dates in plan 1 

41 Serving notice prior to leaving job 1 

42 Having problem management 1 

43 Planning emergency maintenance procedure earlier 2 

44 Having a risk checklist 1 

45 Focusing on standardization  5 
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46 Focus on higher maintainable design from early on 2 

47 Adhering to best practices and standards 2 

48 Using consistent processes and tools in all sites 3 

49 Assigning a certain software module to a certain staff for any change  1 

50 Task distribution based on team specialization 1 

51 Task distribution based on ITIL and COBIT standards 1 

52 Keeping related tasks in a single site 1 

53 Keeping a balance between task specialization and task diversity 1 

54 Exposing new staff to task variety for effective learning 1 

55 Having shared or same testing system environment in all sites 1 

56 Peer review on code inspection 1 

57 Use of customer acceptance testing 1 

58 Double-check on testing and inspection by different members 1 

59 Introducing gate review and process metrics 1 

60 Automating test cases 1 

61 Having clear guidelines and manuals for all maintenance processes 3 

62 Contractually agreeing on NDA 4 

63 Up to date documentation about third party components used 2 

64 Documentation of design and coding 2 

65 Clear document of SLA 1 

66 Preparing documentation in different languages 1 

67 Automatizing manual routine tasks 4 

68 Detecting automatizeable tasks  1 

69 Developing automatic update tool to save cost 1 

70 Using technology to automate tasks 1 

71 Using web-based workflow management software 3 

72 Providing adequate communication tools  2 

73 Using groupware software tools 3 

Table 9-4 Mitigation strategies and their count 

 

 

 

 

 


